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chosen at WC
BY CYNTHIA J. WILSON
For the first time in history,
Winthrop has a cheering squad.
"This summer we earned two
spirit sticks ».i<i four blue
ribbons at National Cheerleaders
Association Camp In Knoxville
at the University of Tennessee,"
said Gwynn Hozy, co-captain of
the squad.
Captain Nancy L. Lindsay, a
senior Physical Education major
from Rock Hill, enjoys cheering
and bowling In her spare time.
When asked about her ambitions
Unikay replied, "1 plan to
become a
Physical Edi cation teacher."
Co-captaln
Hozy,
a
junior Business Administration
major from Port Mill, said her
ambitions are to become a
lawyer. "My hobbies are playing
raquet ball and basVetball," she
said.
Sophomore Paula Barnes Is a
Fashion MerchandUlng major
from Greenville. Described as a
"shy person" by a dose friend,
Barnes has traveled throughout
the state modeling since an early age and has participated In
many pageants. ' 1 like partidpating in ail sports, especially
volleyball and hiseball. I also
M-e dandng and swimming,"
she laid. Her career ambition Is
to become a lawyer In California.
"My hobble* are tennis, reading, willing," said Charlene B.
Sullivan, a junior English Educa-

Hon major from Creer. Changing
the tone of her voice from
serious to humorous, she said,
"My professional goal? I want
to become a Dallas Cowboys
cheerleader." A few seconds
latei' she admitted to having an
ambition to become a writer.
Sophon-ore Cindy Pencil, a
Fashion Merchandising major
from Rock Hill, enjoys swimming in her spare time.
Tairola Ann Hnley, known as
Tammy to most people. Is a
sophomore from Anderson. "1
would Uke to teach the orthopedically handicapped." said
Flnley, a Special Education major. Her hobbles are crossstitching and blcydlng.
Valerie Brldgett is a senior
Biology major from Columbia.
After thinking about her hobbles
for a few seconds, she replied,
"I like partidpating In all
sports." Upon completion of
college, Bridgett would like tc
become a laboratory researcher.
Junior Sharon Greene la a
Sociology major from Rock
(fill. Greene would like to help
others by becoming a counselor.
"I enjoy cheerieadlng, partidpating in school activities,
stn^ng and swimming," said
BejAara Perry from Rock Hill,
ftrry, a Special Education
major. She hopes to become a
teacher for the orthopedlcally
handicapped.
Sophomore Usa Workman is
a Business Administration major

from Rock Hill. When she finds
spare time, Workman likes to
play tennis or work on needlepoint. "My career gt-al is to
become a certified public
accountant," Workman said.
Freshman Vallerie Anderson,
a Creen-.ille native, said, "1
haven't dedded ny major or
career goal." She enjoys skating
and dancing.
June Railey, a freshman in
Special Education from West
Columbia, has a professional
goal to become a teacher. She
listed her hobbies as sewing and
drawing.
Donna Turner is a Business
Administration freshman from
Greenville. "1 would like to
become a business manager for
a chain of stores," she said. Her
hobbles aie shimming and
playlrg tennis.
(Photo of cheerleading squad
is op page 16.)

b this a modem-day flagpole sitter? Or Is he trying to get a
doser look at Tillman's dock? No, it's just a job. Photographer
A) Smith caught this worker in the act or Installing a new rope
and pulley on theflagpolein front of Tillman, last Thursday.

New parking lot created
A new parking lot has been
created beside the tennis courts,
According to Pat Klrkpatrick,
Security Sergeant, the area is
first available to apartment
dwellers, but any student will be
able to park there. "They,
J.H. Drennan, Assistant to the
President, Robert F. Williams
and William Culp, Director of
the Physical Plant, had dedded
to use that are* several weeks

ago," Klrkpatrick said. T h e
gravel was put on last Wednesday."
On occasions. Security had
previously allowed overflow
parking there. "It's been on our
list as a parking area for some
time now," Drennan said. "As
soon as we discovered that we
had an overflow of several hundied care we dedded to open
It up."

"We dedded to do the
graveling in stages," he said.
"Once we put gravel down,
it totally destroys the purpose
of the grass."
Drennan said that they may
add more if the demand dictates. He also said If enough
money is generated through car
registration, thoae funds will be
•sed for surfacing the area.

Ravenel reveals his proposal for curbing in
BY RALPH JOHNSON and
CINDY DEAN
In a hurriedly c-lled press
conference Wednesday, Sept. 27,
Charles "Pug" Ravenelreleaseda
letter he had written to President Carte, outlining his proposal for curbing inflation.
In the letter, Ravenel suggests
a two-year government spending
freeze which would freeze the
budge; in fb.tal 1980 and 1981
at the 19791>vel.
"The largest single cause of
our sky-rocteting Infatlon b inflationary expectations that are
a result of the federal budget
defldt," says Ravenel.
Ravenel* proposal was an
alternative to th» Kemp-Roth
Amendment wb'ch, In Ravenel*
words, would "triple the federal
defldt."
The Kemp-Roth proposal b
designed to reduce government
taxes by 30 peroent over the
next three years. However,
Ravenel feeb that thb proposal
would be inflationary.

Instead, he reaffirms his two- the people across the nation
year speniflng freeze, by des- are fed up with."
cribing it as, "a bold, new,
When asked why he was
simple, popular strategy which running for the senate Instead
could balance the budget within of repeating his bid of the
a reasonably short period of governorship, Ravenel replied,
time, say 18 months."
"I can do more good in th»
The Kemp-Roth proposal, Senate. Why should I run for
Ravenel feels, is "no more than governor when we already have
a ploy by politicians, Induding somebody good running for
my opponent, who want to governor? (TTie Democratic gujump on the tax-cut band- bematorial candidate for govwagon."
enor is Richard Riley.)
Ravenel's opponent is SenaAnother issue Ravenel elator Strom Thurmond, long- bora ted on was the unlonlzatime veteran of Congress and Hon of textile mills. Ravenel
former governor of South Caro- feels that each working person
Hna.
should dedde on the question
When asked about the possl- of unionization for himself with
bllity of a debate with Tliur- no interference from the federal
mond, Ravenel stated, "I have gotemment, or from labor and
asked Senator Thurmond repeat- management.
edly for • debate and he has re- Concerning the question of
fused repeatedly-Hs attitude nudear waste and the Barnseems to be that of, 'I don't well nude.r fadllty Ravenel
need to subject myself to cross- explains that there b a bill
examlnatlon by anybody. That currently In the United States
attitude and that arrogance of Senate, "saying that the goverpower Is what the people In the nor and legislature of each state
state of South Carolina, and can veto the transport of nudear

waste."
However,
Ravenel
reminds that Strom Thurmond
opposes thb bin resulting In, as
Ravenel says, "They're going to
ship It (nudear waste) right in
here without asking us, and give
us no wto power."
Ravenel also adds
that
inflation b an baue which
affects all South Carolinians,

"People are hurting in this
state. People who want jobs,
People who want lower taxes.
People who want less Inflation,
These aren't some distant problems that exist fkr off."
. . .
Ravenel feels that these are
the localized issues for the peopie of South CaroEna.

Next Week
eleven o'dock at night You're tired. You've get the
munchies. You have to either wash your dothes or go
uound naked the next day. All your Ink pens have run dry.
You hive to read the last 47 chapter of Moby Dick by the
end of the week. And you have a BIG exam tomorrow,
Vflut are you going to do? You're not going to get too
much studying done. You're going to get a bad grade on the
exam. YOU'RE GOING TO FAIL THE COURSE! (A
horrified scream pierces the quiet stillness of your room.)
[„ ^ n e x t f e w m b , TJ v"H be presenting a aeries on
How to Study. Hopefully, thb serin win be of some aasb^ a m e r t e B to come. So hang in there,
tQ
kids— help is on the way!
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One, two, three
strikes, you're out • • •

October 2.1978

Keep Winthrop quality
Keep Macfeat Nursery
THE JOHNSONIAN has presented both sides of tSe
MacFeat-Withers Issue. The controversy could still be In
the air though. If the Board of Trustees can be persuaded
to reconsider the issue. Letters written in an appeal to save
HacFeat Nursery and Withers Kindergarten can hopefuEy
convince members of the Board to think twice about the
dosing of these two facilities.
President Charles B. Vail said in the September 18 issue
of TJ that he was looking for better alternatives towards
the general involvements of students in Early Childhood
Education when he decided to dose Macfeat Nursery and
Withers Kindergarten. He said, "The obligation as I see It,
is to be Involved in the community programs." He also said
that hie thought MacFeat provided a sheltered environment
for Winthrop students end that because It was not an
ordinary nursery school, to students were not being prepared for real world situations. T h e tendency is to think
It is the very ideal setting when in reality it is a very
atypical kind of -ettiag," Vail said. "Tliey simply bll
short of this larger perspective that I feel the college should
have, and the larger option that It opens up for the
Winthrop students and what they will be called upon to do
when they leave here."
Students are not concerned with what they will be called
upon to do in the future. In the September 25 isiue of TJ
they expressed more concern for what they are doing right
no»—in MacFeat Nursery. They agreed that MacFeat was
not a typical nursery school, but they also said, "The other
nursery schools aren't using those techniques. If we don't
get it here, well never get it." They said that MacFeat Is
a lab facility such as a biology or math lab and is needed
to provide the controlled situation necessary for the experienced student. One MacFeat instructor said, " . . . the
beginning students need to be in a more controlled situation. Lab facilities are better equipped to handle students'
problems and needs." They wonder about the individual
attention they vrfU be missing once placed in a community
program. "Is a'-i»WMiunity day care teacher taking-carr of
30 kids going W H * time tcrteach flic; WSBftstld one
Home Ec. Education Major..Students are alsO'«*temed
with time and transportation.
One point made by the students was that they believe
the quality of Winthrop's education programs will go down.
"Without MacFeat and the kindergarten I seriously doubt
the programs here will be as effective," said one Child
Development major. Another said, "The nursery school
was my major mson for coming here."
Perhaps Vail's biggest mistake was not consulting the
students when making his decision. His argument has been
for the betterment of Early Childhood Education. "We're
just looking for the best effective set of arcumstances for
our student*." But, did he bother to ask the students how
effective they feel their education Is now? Did he consider
their argument hi favor of the nursery and kindergarten?
"He says he's doing it for the students, but he didn't even
ask us about it," ore Home Ec. Education major said. "I
fesl like a rug has been pulled out t Dm beneath me."
The next step In this controversy may be the Board of
Trtotee meeting scheduled for November 4, according to
calendar date* in the Public Affairs Office. Two Board
member*, John T. Roddey, Law Attorney, and Merrltt
WDkersoo, President of Wllkerson Oil Company, both from
Rode Hm, wen asked for their opinion of the MacFeatWlthers issue. Neither wished to comment "I want to
study It further.'' said Wllkerson, "before I make a statement" Roddey said that the issue has not been presi nted
to the Board, out trusted that It would be. When asjed If
their considerations would be significant both said that
they felt sure Uat they would be.
Students, this is your chance to let It be known how
you teal about the dosing of MacFeat Nursery and Withers
kindergarten. Write or call any Trustee member and let
them know of the quality education that Vail proposes to
do away with. Tour opinion IS worth something-even if
It wasn't asked lot. DeDeve in your voice—i^Heve in
MacFeat
Sub Smith

BY RON HOUGH

Well, troops, after last weekt
boring look at the Constitution,
supported (I hope) by somewhat
factual Info, : feel that It's time
to return to pure biased, unresearched opinion. Oh, I j u t love
It!
What am I gonna rave about
this week? Unions. Not the
humongous organized schlemleb
of the Ttamsters, but the little
penny-ante unions which seem
to spring up like dandelions.
Doo t jump ahead of me-Pie
got nothing against the idea of
unions. A great idea In prindple-the little guy standing up
to the outrages of manage mentbut lousy In Implementation. If I
recall my history correctly, organized labor arose In order to
protect the average Joe Blow
from greedy, demanding, slavedriving bosses. Yet unions now
take it upon themselves to delate to management (and to us)'
what working concfltlons are
acceptable.
That's why we now hear of
strikes by firemen, oops, postal
employees, teachers, and (God
forbid!) baseball umpires.
That's right, troop*. All these
special Interest group* so
dedicated to improving our lot

and the American way of lift
have established picket Enes all
across America. All are asking
for the usual-increased pay,
better benefits, shorter working
hours. So what* so special?
They deserve to get ahead in life
just as we do.
Having been a member of the
American labor scene a couple
of years prior to college, I find
myself automatically siding with
labor In nearly every strike. So
it v a vriih .<11 these group* until
I Kill led the* people were In
the domain of dvic service. We
pay the taxes that support these
group*, yet these people, who
seemingly Ignore the Inevitable
tax hikes that wSl accrue, demand more and more.
Then, too, when I tried my
hand at the real world out there,
I discovered that an unwritten
law exists among public service
agendes. The law ays, in effect,
"Thou Shalt Not Become A
Wealthy Man." Of necessity,
public service agendes cannot
pay employees competitive
wages, nor are they able to reduce olttimes overiong working
hours. Tbelr budgets are limited,
fordo g administrative personnel
to scratch for every penny.
In other words, the groups
that walk out were told of their

chances In public services. They
were Informed of poor pay rates,
rare raises, and mediocre benefit
programs. TTiey did not have
to tafct these job*, or If they did
out of need, as I'm sure most
did, they could hare searched
for better employment opportunities.
However, these men and
women took these jobs-thev
ought to aocapt them for what
they are, for when picket lines
are established, the status quo Is
mightily unbalanced. Imagine:
When doctors at a dinic In
New York refoe to take
patient* In lieu of more pay and
shorter hours.
When teachers strike In the
Northeast and three hundred
thousand kids are kept out of
school.
When firemen and policemen
strike in Memphis and the dty
is In an uproar,
Or, possibly, the Postal Union
on strike for a couple of weeks;
the situation would get petty
hairy.
So, sometimes It seems that
our fortunes can be affected at
will by the whims of public
service unions. If we dno't
watch It, we're all going to strike
out
Seeya'.

WARSUUES

Voting members of the Board of Trustees
Howard L Bums (Chairman)
P.O. Box 1207
Greenwood, S.C. 29646
John T. Roddey (Secretary)
P.O. Drawer 661, CSS
Rock HU1,S.C. 29730
Charles W. Buseey, Jr.
Laurens Glass Company
P.O. Drawer 9
Laurens, S.C. 26360

Mrs. Legate Hamilton
132 St James
Georgetown, S.C. 29440
Merit tt F. WUkerson
1610 Alexander Rd.
Rock m i , S.C. 29730
Mra. Am McQveen
236 Lake Dale Rd.
Uke Qty, S.C. 29560
Robert Royall, Jr.
P.O. Box 727

Columbia, S.C. 29202
Mrs. Dorothy M. Blackwell
Rt 5, Box 114
Florence, S.C. 29501
Mrs. E. DarreD Jervey, i n
1511 Tarkifla MM Rd.
Greenville, S.C.-29607
Dr. BtrdsaU S. Vlault
Faculty Raprenstative
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Anti-paraquat bill allows
UJ§. to continue funding

Letters to the editor
Yail vs. Macfeat
J Dear Editor,
Being a student in home
;• economics and a mother with
£ a child in MacFeat Nursery, I
jam wry concerned about
ij President Veil's dedslon to
'i dose the nursery. Having had
| various nursery experiences
f with my two children, I know
i that MacFeat is excellent.
I am glad it is nota typical

nursery. Moat day care
centers are less than adequate
In one way or mother. Our
home economics students at
Winthrop need a place Ike
this so they may understand
how a nursery should be
operated. If this nursery is
dosed our students will have
to t s farmed out to the surroundhig nurseries to complete their child dcrtlopment

requirements under Inferior:
conditions.
Let those who doubt the:
usefulness and quality of:
MacFeat come and obae.'ve it
in action.
Donna Kllday
Senior Home Economics
Education

Reviewer reviewed
f-Dear Editor:
We feel that the review of
JBenard/Katz/Youngb!ood In
Sept. 11 Issue contained
note atticism than necesy. Everyone has different

taste and although the writer
of the article did not Ike the
group, there was no reason to
be malldous. Many poeple at
ATS enjoyed the music of
Benard/Katz/Youngblood.
We did.

"Ilie review was unprofes-;
slonal. We sincerely hope that;
the performers (fid not see'
the review.
Carol Lanning
Jo Burroughs
SSSSS

WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS)After being delayed by the
Camp David summit meeting.
President Carter b expected to
finally sign Into law a bill that
was originally drafted to halt
U.S. fuming to Mexicot paraquat spaying program. The bill,
however, will probably end 'ip
allowing U.S. funding to continue.
Introduced as an amendment
to the International Security
Assistance Act of 1978, the
measure would have stopped
the US. financing of a Mexican
program-officially called Operation Condor-atarted in 1975 to
spray marijuana fields with a
herbicide called paaquat. Marijuana lobbylsta, though, protested that paraquat-sprayed marijuana could cauae sewre lung
damage If smoked, with symptoms of shortness of breath and
the vomiting of blood. Consumers, moreover, could not tell
without laboratory testing what
marijuana had actually been
sprayed.
In response, the amendment
cut off U.S. monies for Opera-

New species identified at Winthrop
belong to them. Evidence of
The next species to be found
their existence is dearly. Indi- is the "Asses Ignoramouses."
Residence Hall living is de- cated by broken windows, torn The female variety of the spedes
signed, or should be designed, to signs, beer bottles In the halls characteristically walks into a
provide an almost home-like and other numerous acts of pure male residence hall without an
escort and when caught utters a
environment for those students destruction.
plerdng cry of, "I didnt know."
who chose to live in them.
The next spedes is one that The male variety is probably
Frequently, however, certain
students abuse the privilege of Is easily Identified. They are the the most ignorant of any spe"musical freakuses." They are des. They cannot tell time,
living in aresidencehall.
Alter careful observation and characterized by enormously consequently they frequently
analysis, It has been found that large and complex stereos that break open house polldes.
there are approximately six un- "blast" everyone away. In
classified spedes of students tact, their motto la "the louder
The fourth dasa la the
who are indigenous to residence the better." They can be found
halls. Heretofore, It was believed (and heard) in any residence "imtus jockus." This group
hall.
They
commonly
have
four
also
known as frustrated jocks,
that students who reside in halls
were all of one spedes; however, foot high speakers and elec- and their main behavior seems to
tronic turntables. Their woofers be an aim oat pathological obthis is not the case.
The first group is known as and tweeters are huge and cause session to bounoe balls. They
"property1 destructionlsta." Tills pure aggravation for those who bounce balls everywhere. In their
group is characterized by an.al- think of doing such unstudent- rooms, in the halls, outside and
most redneck love for destruc- like things such as studying in on stain. This group can be parrooms.
—Hculariv irrltaUM if you are
tion of property that does not their
BY RALPH JOHNSON

studying and they dedrle to
commerce their odd behavior
either above you or right outside
your door.
In addition, there have been
other groups and species of students discovered and classified
that warrant mention at thla
lime. There are the "bathroom
door lockuses" who gat their
main pleasure out of Hfe by
locking the bathroom doors and
keeping suite-mates out There
an also the "hall sweepuses"
whose main occupation la the
sweeping of all the trash that
collects In their rooms Into the
halls outside their doors.
Tiese are just a few of the
oountless variety of buna that
Inhabit our residence halls. No
doubt you haw come acroes a
few of these people. Who knows,
you mliht be
,

tion Condor. At the last moment, though, Congress inserted a
provision that funding could
continue If the Mexican government fotmd a way to color
the paraquat, and thus warn ita
potential consumers.
Sure enough, Mexico started
dyeing its paraquat with something called Rhodamlne B In
July, even before the bill passed
Congress. The U.S. State Department told CPS that the dye
won't waah off, and will glow
under a black light Hie State
Department spokesman also said
the dye met the provisions of
the Act, and would allow U.S.
funding to continue.
Mexico la also considering
using other paraquat "markers,"
Le., substances that would make
obvious to consumers If marijuana had beer, sprayed. One of
the mar ken under consideration
would make the sprayed marijuana *%meD like a skunk."
Mexico has informed the U.S.
that it will use any kind of marker the U.S. wants it to, as long
as It does not violate Mexican
environmental laws.
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Gifted
BY KATHY KIRKPATRICK
U isn't true that bright
kids just («t brighter.
Many tted and taltnted children In thb country suffer
from frustration and boredom
because of lack of attention In
the daaroom, according to
Martha Hshop, professor of elementary education at WInthrop
College and director of the Institute for Teachers of the
Gifted and Talented in South
Carolina.

children

"By not allowing gifted children to make the kind of progress they're capable of, we're
stifling their creative levels and
creating a great deal of frustration," said Bishop, who teaches
"Teaching the Gifted and
Talented," a graduate education
course at WInthrop. "Frustration can cause ail Jdnds or problems,"
Faced with boredom and
underachlevement, gifted children may become demotlvated
and suffer emotional trauma. In

neglected

a study of gifted and talented
high school students reported In
the -biliary Issue of EXCEPTIO' -L CHILDREN, more
thai 13 percent of the students
Investigated had no plans to
attend college or vocational
schools.
Bishop defines a gifted child
as one who Is capable of such
high performance that regular
school programs are Inadequate
to meet his or her need*. The
problem is that when regular
programs are Inadequate, often

Sex and the college student
(CPS)—Popular rumor has it that the student of 1978 is tending toward "a new conserva- I
tism." While that view is contested by many of today's students It may hold true for a topic ]
dose to many a student-sex.
A nationwide survey of sex on campus, tatan in 1976, found equal numbers of male ai.d
female virgins (26 percent), with sexual attitudes flavored by the women's liberation movement. However, recent spot survey* from around the country reveal a resurgence of some
supposedly dated patterns: there ire still more men than women sexually active, and men and
women still differ drastically over the relative importance of sex and love.
One thing that has remained suble, though: the number of sexually active students, with
traditionally conservative southern uniwrsities showing no exception. In fact, southern students sometimes exceed the latest national average of 74 percent. A survey at Clemson University (South Carolina) found only 11 percent of the men remaining virgins, and a University of
North Carolina-Wilmington survey turned up only eight percent of the students swearing virginlty.
But the ratio of sexually active men to women consistently differed, with 10 to 40 percent
more men indulging in sex. The reason may have most to do with the importance of many
women of an emotional commitment prior to sex.
For example, a survey at Duke University indicated two-thirds of the women felt such a
commitment necessary for a "sexual encounter." But while this percentage was similar for
Duke's virgin men, the non-virgin men differed radically. Two-thirds said a commitment wasn't
necessary.
The same response was echoed at New Jersey's Farlelgh Dickinson University, where 66
percent of the males but only 36 percent or the females surveyed said they thought it was
okay for a sexual partner to be a casual acquaintance. And a poll at California State Polytechnic
University showed the same sentiment Men cited sex as the single most important factor In
keeping a relationship going. Women put sex fifth on the list, below such factors as love and
meeting mutual needs.
The difTerences in male-remale attitudes cause tension in relationships, the surveys indicate,
but seems to be accepted as inevitable. "A woman always gets emotionally involved when there
la sex, where a guy doesn't necessarily," explains a University or Houston man. A State University or New York-Cortland male student blames parental Influence. "I believe sex has brought
me doaer to many g>ris I fooled around with," he s«id. "However, I also know that some girls
Just can't have It that way because of the job their parents did on them."
The confusion over conflicting attitudes is undoubtedly making many students'deter sexual
relations. Yet Allan Bell of the Institute for Sex Research predicts there won't be any big decease in the number of sexually active students. He foresees a campus trend towards "per- j
misslveness with affection."

there Is nothing to take their
place.
"Programs for the girted are
not being funded to the extent
they need to be," Bishop said.
"These children are not being
served by the law."
A recent nationwide assessm » t of programs for the talentad and gifted conducted by the
Coundl for Exceptional Children concluded that only seven
states are using Title I funds to
develop programs for the gifted.
At least part ot the problem,
according to Bishop, is that the
current redenl definition ot children who require spedal educational instruction is limited to
handicapped diildren. If the
definition were changed from
one of "handicapped children"
to one of "exceptional children," gifted and talented students could be Induded in funding.
At present 21 states have
Induded gifted and talented
children within a definition or
exceptional
children.
New
Mexico's definition says exceptional children are "the children
whose abilities render regular
services ol the public school to
be inconsistent with their educational needs."
Another factor in the neglect
ot gifted children Is the misunderstanding of such children
by the general public.
"Many people believe these
kids will learn in spite of conditions," said Susanna Duckworth, assistant professor of
special education at Wlnthrop.
"But that's Just not true.
Children who are not receiving
attention are in many ways
handicapped, because they're
being held back."
"We have also assumed for
too long that the gifted are
strange," Duckworth continued.
"There's no research to substantiate that gifted children are disturbed in any way as long as
they get the kind of help they
need."

Help is being provided In
South Carolina by the Institute
of Teachers of the Gifted and
Talented, an operation that
trains potential teachers with
short courses and workshops.
The Institute is part ot a federally funded project conducted
by James H Turner, coordinator
or programs for the gifted at the
South Carolina Department or
Education.
"The institute has reached 60
school (fistrlcts In the state,
and by next year we hope to
have reached them all," said
Bishop, Instltutedlrector. "Then
each district will at least have
someone with some knowledge
ot the area in case the district
wants to start Its own program."
Thanks In part to the institute, 16 programs for the girted and talented are now established in South Carolina. Program sites Include Kershaw,
Spartanburg and Greenwood.
"IT regular ter-hers would
allow gitted students to progress, we wouldn't need spedal
daases for them," Bishop said.
"Often, however, the teachers
resent these students. Teachers
ot the gtted must be stable.
They have to accept the tact
••.i.ithil «ha»i I — n thl*^iliirtlM
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who can teach THEM quit* a
rew things. And they need to
allow these students to accelerate, to move more quickly
through regular material besides adding enrichment."
Bishop docs not believe that
there Is any danger In allowing
gifted children to mow ahead
In school, monitoring grade
level not by age, but ability.
"If someone can learn twice
as much as someone' else, he
should have the opportunity to
do so," Bishop said. "We're so
locked into the grade system
set-up, the o-c that says at this
age children should leam this
material. But really who's to say
what age Is right for every child?
You don't put a size 8 piece ot
dothlng on a child just because
he's eight years old, so why does
a child have to stay in a certain
grade because he's a certain
age?"
Bishop also thinks that too
many people try to make children fit a mold.
"A child ot five, who is already reading the comic strips,
simply cannot communlcatewith
children
ot his own age
about certain thlnp," Bishop
said. "But this gifted child may
play with kids of his own age
and seek out other people to
deal with on a higher level. He
adapts easily to a group's demands and is able to get along
with a wide variety of age
groups."
However flexible the gifted
child may be, an outlet for his
abilities Is still essential.
"Nobody knows the extent
to which Intellectual aspects of
growth are nurtured," said
Bishop. "But, except in rare
Instances, nurture is a major
aspect. Why accept the Idea ot
nurture in the home and not in
the school? Why are vre leaving
these gifted kids to languish?"

TJ office hours
Monday. . 10:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
Tuesday. 11:00 a.ra.-12:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.-12:00 a.m.
Wednesday .12:00 p.m-2:0u p.m.
Thursday .11:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m.
Friday. . . 11:00a.m.-2:00 p.m.

$4.3 billion
worth of news
According
to
the
Newspaper Advertising
Bureau, Inc., Americans
spent H 3 billion last year to
buy newspapers, daily and
Sunday.
Canadians spent another
$333.8 million, bringing the
total to more than M.6 billion
In the two countries, a rise of
5.S percent over the year
before. - CNS

| Editor's quote Book]
Everyone goes t o '
the forest: some go
for a walk to be Inspired. and others go
to cut down nets
Vladimir Horowitz
.V.W®
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Seven pounds and an ounce of prevention
BY CINDY DEAN

Ms. Flayer elaborates, "I do
the counseling. I take the mediJohnny Cuton once slid, cal history, blood pressure and
"Parents think 'hat It'i cuts weight, and try to talk to the
when Httle kids hold hands. student about anything she's got
They push their kids into being on her mind. Then when the
Interested In members of the student comes to see the doctor,
opposite sex and make a big shell be ready.
fuss owr first dates. Yet, when
Any student who has paid the
their children get a little older, infirmary fee can get birth conmaybe 15 or 16, parents sud- trol. If you're a full-time
denly become alarmed. It's as if student, you've paid. The rap
they give the kids the cake, and smear is $2.50 and the blood fee
then won't let them eat It." is 50 cents."
Dr. L. Lewis Bartois perCarson received a one minute
forms the GYN examinations
oration.
The Intent of this article is every Wednesday. "If It* just a
not to question the moral as- regular routine Pap smear or
pects of sexual behavior, or to pelvic examination we do It
encourage or discourage the use on Wednesday afternoon from
of contraceptives, but rather to 1:30 to 4:30," explains Player.
The types of birth control
acquaint you with birth control
and available on-campus services. which can be obtained through
Information about birth con- prescriptions at Crawford are:
trol is widely available at Craw- the pill, the diaphragm, and the
ford Health Center. Ms. C. IUD. Hie methods which can be
Player, nurse counselor at Craw- ontalned at a drugstore without
ford, says, "If a student has a a prescription are creams, gels,
problem then I think she should or aerosol foams, and condoms.
Another method of birth control
come to us."
Ms. Player has been at Craw- is the rhythm method, which
ford for six yean. Her hours involves a lot of biological
are from 6:00 p.m. to 10:00 know how.
p.m. Monday through Friday.
Alt of these birth control
She will counsel any interested®' methods vary In effectiveness,
student on the methods of l#.rth and none are 100 percent effective except, of course, the one
control

Campus Spotlight

muthod
not
mentlonedabstlnence. But for those who
do not abstain, the method considered the most effective h the
pID, which has an effectiveness
rate of 99 percent.
To be effective the pill must
be taken every day Pills come In
packaps of 21,21 or 28 tablets.
Although brands vary, the basic
function of the pill does not. Put
simply, the pill is a hormonal
drug taken by the mouth which
prevents ovulation (when a ripe
egg is released into the Fallopian
tubes).
However, the effectiveness of
the pin is marred by the adverse
reactions some women suffer
such as nausea, weight loss or
gain, or severe headaches. More
serious reactions are blood dots
which can result in paralysis or
death. "The pill has itsrisks,but
it depends on which side of the
fence you're going to put your
risks on,"says Player.
Another
birth
control
method is the diaphragm which
has an effectiveness rate of
80-90 percent. The diaphragm
method, prevents pregnancy by
blocking the sperm from the egg
and Involves the use of a contraceptive cream or jeHy in combination
with
a
vaginal
diaphragm. There provide a
chemical barrier that kills sperm.
If properly fitted and inserted
neither partner can feel the device during Intercourse. The diaphragm must be inserted no
more than eight hours before
sex, and must be left In place
six to eight hours afterward.
Creams, gels, and aerosol
foams are another method of
birth control which are 75-85
percent effective. Their function ttito paralyze the sperm so
that'Jfie sperm cannot fertlUze
-1-

j i T 'l"-1-

Display of pamphlets and birth control methods. From far left:
Diaphragms, birth control pills, conceptrol cream, and Delfen
foam. In back: IUD (Intrauterine device). (Photo by P. Copley)

Condoms prevent
The IUD (Intrauterine de- condom.
vice) has an effectiveness rate sperm from entering the female
anatomy
and
have an effectiveof 90-98 percent The IUD is
Inserted by a doctor and can be ness rate of 85-90 percent Beleft In place for as long as the isides the condom, no ether
patient and the doctor dedde birth control method focuses on
it should. The IUD prewnts the male. Ms. Player adds, "I've
implantation of a fertilized heard that they're working on a
ovum. Twenty-five percent of birth control for men, but the
IUD* used by women cannot woman is still the one who gets
be retained, and are expelled pregnant So with any method
from the uteres. Says Player, of birth control be sure you
"The IUD Is not recommend- know the correct way of using
ed unless you have had a child It."
and even then some doctors
Although no method of birth
won'trecommendIt."
The rhythm method has a control Is 100 percent effective,
very low effectiveness rate of of every 100 women having
70 percent. The rhythm method sexual intercourse during a year,
is based on ovulation. Since 60-80 would have a chance of
ovulation occurs in the middle becoming pregnant If no conof a cycle, a woman should be traceptives were used. Howable to calculate this time and ever, there are drawbacks to
refrain from having sex. How- contraceptives, as Ms. Player
ever, the body doesn't function summarizes. "There are methods
like a synchronized watch and of birth control on the market
ovulation can vary from month and they're an (cod, but unfortunately, they aU have their side
to month.
So tar, the birth control effects. They can put a man on
methods have been limited to the moon, but they cant find a
women. Yet there is a pro- birth . control method that
tective measure that men may doesn't have side effects and be
taWthkti Involves thtmttfc-'of'»•: eflWtfwWOi" ivoY
I
.iv 1.1:-- • ;
lerii m u l l IMI« .lWH'oir his* 'ill ".tlli'

l^in^rop alumna -1st woman to hold public office
--in aid vns i

BY NANCI HITTER

Name: Lorraine Campbell
Age: 20
Subject of most Interest: general sciences
Favorite animal: poodles-I breed them.
Subject of lepst Interest: history
Favorite plant: Kalanchoe
If you woloe up one morning to discover that there was
nothing that you had to do, what would you do?
"I'd go over tp the Ub and look Into a microscope. I h.-e
the phase-contrast microscope because its method cf
Illumination allows for three dimensional viewing.'
Favorite bodl£'-"I read a lot of thlnp. I have no particular
favorite."
Favorite musk: "I Uke soft Instrumental music."
Hobbles: "Embroidery and mak'.ng shell jewelry."
Plans- "Medical sohool. I have a wild fascination with going
to Johns Hopkins because there they are doingresearchon
opiatereceptors-I'm going Into neurology, neurosurgery.

A portrait of the late Dr.
Kate Vljcoo Wofford. Wlnthrop
alumna, was unveiled Saturday,
Oct 31 In Wofford Residence
Han, on the 16th anniversary of
Dr. WofTord's death, 1954.
Dr. Charles S. Davis, President of Wlnthrop In 1969 accepted the family* gift, painted by Mrs. Marlon Vest Fors of
Huntington, W. Va.
Kate Wofford received her
B.A. from Wlnthrop College In
1916, M.S. from ComeU University 1931, where she studied
rural education. Shereceivedher
Ph.D. from Columbia College in
1934.
Kate was a member of the
following honorary sororities:
R Lamba Theta, Kappa Delta
PI, Pi Gamma Mu and Delta
Kappa. Gamma. She was a charter member of Gamma Iota
chapter of Alpha Chi Omega, a
social sorority.
From 1926-1927 Kate aened
as President of the South
Carolina State Tsfchert Association, secretary of the Bond of
m,Trustm if » • lTsM-il Mnsa

Hon Association 1927-1934,
President of Rural Education
Dept of NEA 1931-1932, member of the Executive Committee
on Rural Education for NEA
1933-1934. In 1936 Kate was
chosen chairman of the Rural
Education Department.
WhUe acting as Professor of
Education In a State College for
Teachers In Buffalo, N.Y., the
president of the Institution had
this to say of Kate Wofford,
"She la a great teacher who lias
brought distinction to our
college. Hers is a reputation that
la national, even international."
At an Invitation of the Turkish Government,. Kate was a
visiting lecturer at Ankara, Oct.
1, 1951. Her responsibility waa
to make a survey of rural schools
and recommend a program for
their improvement The survey
and report took three months to
complete. Many of the recommendations were later included
In the Turkish village education.
Kate was (ratested the National Delta Kappa Gamma Society award for, "the moat outstanding contribution made to

the best profesiooal writing in
1947." The $1000 award was
granted to the Wlnthrop Alumna
for her two novels-"Modem
Education In the' Small Rural
Schools," and "Teaching In
Small Schools."
A $25,000 memorial scholarship fund was established at
Wlnthrop by Dr. and Mrs. G.
Watts Cunningham of Laurens,
South

Kate Vlxon Wofford-"Hert Is a
reputation that Is national, e m
teliasailiasin

—
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Grad of '24 donates W.C. items
Louise Thomas Miller, a 1924
graduate of Wlnthrop CoDep.
h a donated mote than 20,000
items documenting the history
of her flunlly t/> the Wlnthrop
College Archives.
Wlnthrop College archivist.
Ron Chepesluk says the collection Adudes letters, newspaper
dlppfcr. speeches, photo pa phi,
genealogical data, cfiaries and
financial records. "The documents provide a valuable insight
to the cultural attitudes, economic conditions and historical
events of the South from 1880
until the mid-197Qi," he says.

Impressions of two world
wars, the Depression, education, personal relationships and
soda] conditions a n recorded In
correspondence among family
members. Speeches of Roy
Thomas, chemistry professor at
Wlnthrop from 1914-1926, wen
also preserved.
Owners of Thomas Tours and
Travel Agency in Rock Hill, the
family members were avid trawlers. The Thomas papers
Include graphic descriptions of
people and places throughout
the world, The collection also
documents business transactions

and developments of Thomas
Tours, one of the first trawl
agencies in the southeast. Roy
acharlah Thomas, father of
Louise Thomas Mller, founded
the agency in 1910.
"The unique collection Is a
legacy of the people and events
that became a part of local history," says Chepsiuk. "It should
prove a valuable resource for
interested researchers."
The collection will be kept in
the archives of the Wlnthrop
College library.
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news briefs
Toiler pictures
"Students who have not already had their photopaphs
taken for the TATLER yearbook may have them made at
Douglas Studio on Oakland Avenue," said Unda McNeely,
editor of TATLER. There will be a $3.50 sitting fee.

Canterbury plans trip
Canterbury, the Episcopal Campus Ministry, will be
sponsoring a trip to tbe River Banks Zoo In Columbia
Saturday (Oct. 6), according to LV. Lyon, president
Anyone desiring further details should contact Rev.
Jeff Bat Idn 327-5686 or I.V. Lyon 323-3501.
Rev. Batldn said that Friday morning services are held
ewry week at the Canterbury Howe, 507 Patrick Aw.
and breakfast is provided. Communion services are held
ewry Tuesdsy at 5:45 p.m. at the Canterbury House.

Student board
The Admissions Office is currently taking applications
for the Wlnthrop College Advisory Board at 116 Bancroft,
according tp Teresa Hinson, Admissions Counselor.
The board of students will aid the Admissions Office
In various aspects of student recruitment and public relations. For mote information or an application contact
Hinson In 116 Bancroft, or at extension 2191. Applications will be taken through Oct. 13.

Pi Kappa Phi organizes
A national fraternity, R Kappa Phi, is organizing a chapter at Wlnthrop, according to Jim Bird, chapter president.
Bird said PI Kappa Phi is an organization of men that is
dedicated to Improving th» college experience of its members.
The fraternity is interested in athletic competition and
social interaction. Goals of PI Kappa Fhi are leadership,
dewlopment and involvement in Wlnthrop activities,
according to Bird.
Men Interested In joining PI Kappa Phi should contact
Jim Bird at 323-3598 or attend the weekly meeting at 8:00
In room 221, Dinidns, Wednesday, Oct. 4.

Pem club welcomes students
DONATED TO ARCHIVES-This photo
George Zachariah Thomas is among 20,000"'
Items donated to the Wlnthrop College
Archives by his granddaughter, Louise
Thomas Miller of Rock Hill,

FOUNDER OF TRAVEL AGENCY-Roy
Thomas, father of Louise Thomas Miller of
Rock Hill, was a chemistry professor at
Wlnthrop College from 1914-1926. He also
founded Thomas Tours, one of the first
trawl agencies In the southeast.

Huck Finn for a day
Hold on to your oars, Sigma
Phi Eprton Fraternity and the
Stroll's Brewery are about to
make Wlnthrop and Raftlme history. Wednesday, October 11 at
2:00 pjn. they'll tpontor a raft
race at the coQep farm.
k the fbst time the lake
i (chool hat had anything
Hke ttds," said Tommy Cook,
Sigma Phi Epdou member.
"Hopefully, we can turn it into
an annual e m i t "
the race, approved by President Vail and Vice-President
Of stndrnt Affairs Lit tie jo to,
la an effort to grt arganizattons Involved In m on-cam pus
activity. However, a y coBeft
stodent may participate.

S

Por those of you who w n e a t
willing to risk a dunking in the
take, but would Hke to watch,
tickets an *4.00. TbereH also
be beer, food and entertainment
after the races. Deadline for
entries Is Oct 10 snd each
rafting group mutt pay a 910
entry fee. For more information, contact Freddy Jordan at

The Sigma Gamma Nu picnic to welcome all freshmen
and transfer physical education majors was held Tuesdsy,
Sept. 19 at the Shack, and was attended by owr 100 P.E.
majors, according to president Irene DtWitt.
"The picnic was very successful," said DeWltt. Old
members presented a skit to introduce the faculty, and the
new officers wen installed. VIckl Hawkins will serve as
vice president, Marie Stowe as secretary, and Tina Broome
as treasurer.
The dub is now in the midst of a membership dtiw,
and all Interested P.E. majors should contact DeWltt,
ext. 3380, or call the P.E. Department for more Information.

Young Democrats meet

Rules for entry
1. Raft can be any size or shape but must be constructed
by the members of the organization.
2. Raft must have no more than six members and no fewer
than four members of the organization to man the raft
Those members will be allowed Into the raft race tree
of charge and only these members.
3. AH people on the rift must have a life jacket or ski vest
certified by the U.S. Coast Guard. No one will be
allowed on a raft If he or she has been drinking and a
waiver of personal Injury will be required to be sipied
by each person on the rail. NO SKI BELTS ALLOWED!
4. Each person on the raft will need a paddle since no
motors of any type wfll be allowed on the raft.
5. Organizations can work on the construction of rafts at
the Grant BeverafN, warehouse. The organization meat
furnish all materials In the construction of the raft.
Grant Tlmtapa vrBl furnish transportation for the rafts
to the aiAefs lake.
6. Mae* wll be dedded between a men's division and a
women's division. Woman can compete hi men's division
but men cannot compete in the women's division.
Pttan Hen: lit $150.00 Women: 1st $150.00
2nd 60.00
2nd 60.00
7. MoHrized boats with certifiedflfeguards and lib jackets
will be patrolling the lake during each race.

Young Democrats will hold a meeting Tuesday, Sept.
26 at 7 p.m. In the Iva Gibson room, second floor Dinkins,
according to Trida Breeze, dub spokesperson.
The purpose of tbe meeting Is to discuss plans for this
year's activities. AD Interested students are invitea to
attend. For further Information, contact Trida Breeze
at 324-1147 or 366-6528.

Wintbrop invitational
BY ARNETHA PERKINS
Nearly one hundred high school seniors have been ln.vited to attend the Wlnthrop Male Invitational to observe
the School of Music In action October 3-4.
Students will ohserve music daises, private lessons,
and ensemble rehearsals.
"The purpuse of the invitational," said Dr. David Lowry,
Aaistant Professor of Music, 'Is to acq:iaint potential
made majors with the ediool."
The guests win be treated to seats for the Tuesday night
of
Uw Charlotte Symphony followed by a trip
UM J . ? f o r 1 P«rty- After an ow might stay In
Mctaiatn, the studenU will continue a d a n and lesson
00,1
hv
1
'**"'• • Wednesday noon recital
by faculty and student, of The School of Music.
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Colleges steal fast food
BY HELEN CORDES
(CPS)-Each day, hundreds of
Itaharsity of North CarolinaGreensboro students crowd In
front of two particular school
cafeterias, waiting in line when
they can often be sened quicker
at another dnlng hall. The
attraction la this: they're able to
eat burgers, fries and apple
tumoral! while sitting at bright
red plastic seab and laminated
Meanwhile,
the
Sato
University of New York-Gene*o
has j u t remodeled ooe of IU
lining facilities to reeembie >
burgir thaln, with a menu to
natch. The bet Is, the o»erwhebnlng popularity of Cut
foodi k prompting eollefe food
santca directors to borrow tome
nutating tip* from the chains.
Studenti an, Btetatty, eating it
up. P u t food Ones a n fitting
to be dt rtgueur at campus cabMas, reads a recent report In
Food Management magarine.
Of course, cafeterias ban always offered fast food on occasion. The difference now is bow
they do 1L "For years we earned
hamburgers. We Just dtdnt market them," says Joe Bofart of
SAGA, a food aenica a»tractor for o m 400 coileps and
schools. "Now wa ban a merchandising program built around
fast food items."
The "merdiandUing" mimics
the chains to quickness and
accMsiL<llty. Typical Is a
cafeteria at Texas A&M Uil-

tbe food's nutritions: aloe)," he
wonders, "or use food to
attempt tome nutritional education?"
The nutritionists a n gntmbIng the loudest about oncampua Cast food aenkaa.
"The typical McDonald's meal,"
warns Dr. Jaan Mayer of Tufts
Unleenity, "doasnt tfv* you
much nutrition. I t l wry low In
ritasiins B and C. It's typical
of the diet that raises the cholesterol, and leads to heart
(Continued on page 8)

1st ANNUAL SIGMA PHI EPSILON STROH'S
RAFT RACE Inaugural EventThis will become an annual event!
at the Shack
PLACE:
Oct. 11
DATE:
TIME: Gates open at 1:00.
Race begins promptly at 2:00.

Raft Race will last until approximately 3:30 p.m.
at which time free beer and hot dogs will be served.
No beer served prior to race!
Rafts absolutely must be handmade. No motors —
Paddles only. Handmade rafts can be constructed
at Grant Beverages. You must supply your own
materials.

PRIZE: $150 First
$50 Second
Contact Joey Raad at 3964 or Freddie Jordon at
for rules & regulations or further information.
$10 entry fee per raft
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Bristow looks at the South

news briefs

BY LAURA DABNEY

ASPA meets
The Winthrop chapter of the American Society for Personnel Administration (ASPA) wis the guest of the Rock
IB1 Are* Personnel Association i t a dinner meeting held
September 21 at the Rock HU Country Club. The Winthrop ASPA chapter was presented with a superior merit
award from national ASPA headquarters at the meeting
for their activities of the past year.
Winthrop ASPA meetings are held the first and third
Mondays of each month at 5:45 p.m. in 219 Klnard. All
students Interested In the areas of personnel and Industrial
relations are Invited to attend.

BSU activities
Baptist Student Ifaion students will serve lunch to the
Rock Hill Ministers Association on Wednesday, Oct. 4 at
12:00 at the Baptist Student Centecon Oakland Avenue.
Dena Lucy, assistant director said students are needed
to help serve the lunch. Profits will go to summer missions.
Interested students are to contact Lauren Harris 323-3129
or Robin Lewis 323-3039.
Choir practice will be held Wednesday, Oct. 4, at 5:30 at
the BSU Center on Oakland Avenue.
"Congratulations to thou students who were selected
for the Ensemble and "Wo," Lucy said.
Students wfll meet Thursday, Oct. 5, at BSU Center at
4:00 pjn. to visit the Nursing Home according Lucy.
"Students are invited to BSU Thursday, Oct 5, following classes night forrefreshmentsand cartoons," said Lucy.
BSU will sponsor a yard sale and bike ride on Saturday]
Oct 14. "Money earned will go towards summer missions,"
said Lucy, "and students are asked to bring in their •junk'
between now and Oct 14."

Frat holds rush
Alpha nappe fti is having "rush" In the Thomson
Rec-Ro«n Oct 11-12, 8-10 p.m. "Rush," the activity of
recruiting new members, is open to Interested second
semester business majors.

Rosso attends conference
Dr. Rosso, Chairman of Communications Dept. attended a conference entitled "Measuring Progress In Handicapped Children," sponsored by the Bureau for the Education of Handicapped. The conference was held in Nashville, Tenn., September 12-14.
Topics discussed were innovative evaluations and
measurement procedures with young han <8 capped children,
accortfing to Rosso.
The information that Rosso presented was measurement procedures that are in his preschool speech program
which is currently Operating in Georgia, North Carolina,
South Carolina and Minnesota. The measurement procedures are ways of measuring progress that handicapped
children gain in therapy programs. Rosso said.
"It's important that educators in the area of handicapped children constantly refine their measurement techniques so that we can plan for improved therapy programming," Rosso said.

South if It's ugly enough. A
great many writers have made a*
lot of money exaggerating the
grotesque aspects of our society. Those things eidst but the
important question is 'Do those
thinp generally e)dst?'-'Is it a
general truth?' Until wry recently not much favorable
material was published reflecting
the Southern atmosphere," said
Bristow.
"I'm going to try to discuss
and contrast where we were and
where we are now. And I believe our society, Southern

Sodety, Is a much Improved
place to live for all of Its
people," said Bristow.
Bristow's novels are "lime
for Glory," "Night Season," "A
ftr
Away Drummer," and
"Laughter In Darkness."
He has received the award for
Literary Excellence from the
University of Oklahoma for
"Time for Glory" and received
the Friends of American Writers
Award for "A Far Away
Drummer."
His biography Is Sited In
"Who's Who In America."

Robert 0"Neil Bristow, professor of English and Communications, will give a reading entitled "The South Carolina
Writer Looks at the South"
sponsored by the National Endowment for the Humanities,
October 5 at 8:00 p.m. In the
Baruch Room of Joynes Center.
Bristow wiil discuss Southern
culture, tracStlon and race relations.
"When we talk about the
South, we cant talk two days
In a row the same way because
we're changing that fast. One
of the biggest errors one can
make of any region is to generasHze," said Bristow.
"I think that authors have
viewed the South profitably,
During the Senate's Septhe way William Faulkner tember 20th meeting, appointapproached it feople will ments to various branches were
believe anything about the reviewed and
inanimously

Senate approves
nominations
approved. Those appointed as
chairpersons wen Stave Banner,
Academic
Affairs; JEmmle
Williamson, Rules and Regulations; John Hayes, Student Life;
hula Goodwin and lisa Jones,
Pine* and Penalties. Sharon
Lesalle was appointed Senate
secretary and Dannie Campbell,
Parliamentarian.
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS committee members indude Paula
Goodwin,
Becky
Lauder,
Richard Smith, Kathy Covington, Gall Baler, Jm Johnson,
Coieman Poeg, and Lisa Jones
Members of the RULES and
REGULATIONS are Janet
Adams, B m Dickens, Kay Carter, Scott Rugglea, Annette
Washington, Tammy Grimes and
Cherry Wyant
STUDENT LIFE committee
members are Debbie Pruitt, Gale
Floyd, Candce Uttlefield, Viola
Sberriil, Susan Chastaln, Bo
Chltwood, Janice Rogers, Jjan
Cox, Usa Prince, Kathy Poston,
Tim Williams, Lisa Clary,
Vemelle Cohen, and Kay Perry.

Hope visits Clem son
Bob Hope will pay a return
visit to the Clemson University
campus for a concert Saturday,
Oct 7.
The show, which winds up
Clemson b Homecoming Weekend, will be at 8 pjn. in Littlejohn Coliseum. The Furman
University Singers will appear
with Hope.
"Old Ski-Nose" last appeared
at Clemson In 1969.
"An Evening with Bob Hope"
Is sponsored by the Clemson
University Union and Mother
Hubbard Productions. Tickets
are $10 (reurved seats) and $8
(general admission) are available
at the Union ticket booth, at
Psnts & Or Etc. in Anderson
and at Greenville Memorial
AutBtorium box office and their
ticket agencies. Tickets may also
be ordered by mail by sending
payment and a stamped, selfaddressed envelope to the
Union, Clemson University
29631. Mail orders must be
received by Sept. 28. Orders
should indicate whether a
second choice of seating will
be accepted.
Hope, generally acknowledged as the modem King of

Comedy, was bom Leslie
Townes Hope In Eltham, England, on May 29,1903, the son
of a stonemason. 10s family
Immigrated to Cleveland, Ohio,
when hewaa four. "I left England," Hope says, "when I
.tallzed I could never be king."
Before entering show business he worked as a dance instructor, derk, amateur boxer
under the name of "Packy
East" and newspaper reporter.
HU show business debut was In
a dancing act with partner
George Byrne in a Fatty Arbuckle Revue.
Since th»!. historic moment
Hope has starred in more than
1,000 radio broadcasts, 300
television shows and 50 feature
01ms. He has written eight
books, received more than 100
awards for humanitarian and
professional efforts and is the recipient of 42 honorary degrees
from colleges and unirertities
throughout the United States.
During his career he has also
logged more than eight million
miles. (According to Hope, his
"luggage has traveled over 10
million miles.")

Appointments to the STUDENT ALLOCATIONS COMMISSION (SAC) Indude John
Hayes (junior), Janet Adams
(junior), Judy Hlston (sophomore), Alice Ervin (freshman),
Julie Jackson (freshman), and
Annette Jones (senior).
JUDICIAL
BRANCH
appointments induded Debbie
Culp (senior), Sandra Thomas
(senior), and Calvin Rea (senior).

Fast food- —
(Continued from page 7)
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215 CHATHAM AVENUE ROCK HILL, S.C.

Free Wash Cloth With This Ad
ChaUm
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Goldberg, also of

Tiift- .JJ.
TuR-, adds concern about the
Areds"

FREE
CATALOG of COLLEGIATE RESEARCH

"11 COLLEGE STUDENTS RECEIVE 107. OFF
ON ALLJTEMS Must Show I.D.

Over 10,000 listings! All subjects
Send NOW for this FREE catalog
(offer expires Dec. 31,1978)

Send to: COLLEGIATE RESEARCH
P-O. J90XM396, LosAnqelas, CA. 90073

tables," she says. As for the
fiber content of most fast
foods: "There's nothing to chew
on." The Center for Sdence In
the Public Interest has assigned
a small McDonald's hamburger
the nutritional value of eight
Saltlne crackers.
The nutritionists, though, are
arguing Into the wind of the
chains' impressive promotional
machinery. At the University of
Texas-Austin, for example, the
neighborhood ' McDona'1%
tempts students with gimmicks
ranging from free movies to album parties to free delivery.
At BemldJ Tt<t< "College in
Minnesota and at Seattle University, students have been given
free bench fries and free cups
when their teams have won big
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Advice for employment interviews
Jeny Smith, director of
Placement aid Career Pluming,
located in 142 Bancroft, stream
the Importance of a successful
Interview In order for a successful job hunt.
Smith suggested several ways
for students to go about having a
smooth Interview. "Job applicants tend to commimicate
needlneee Ike a patient In a
doctor's office, but the applicant ahouid look at an interview
as an opportunity to demonstate bow be or she can benefit
a company to show what akffla
be or she haa to offer that can be
of value to an employer," Smith
ayr
Smith auggests that studenta
go to the Interriew with ready

answera to the employer's often
unapokan question "Why should
I hire you?" Smith says to Bet
on a card at least five accomplishments that relate to the Job
being sought. On the reverse
ride, Jot down five thlngi you
need to inow about the Job.
"Doot go in assuming that If
a Job la offered yoaH take It,"
be said. "Be an equal partner
In the netoditiooa."
Smith «g«e applicants to
look for feedback, good or bad,
from the intarviever, and elldt
it with a auidd question If It
iant offend.
"Applicants feel negative
feedback," be aayi, I K it's
better to know the employers
doubts so you can respond to

JUST STEPS
FROM CAMPUS
Across from Coca Cola

Winthrop's Own
Happy Hour
(With Valid Winthrop I.D.)
Jim Will Take
Care Of You!
HAPPY HOUR:
8:00—11:00
MONDAY-SATURDAY
PHONE: 328-2666

about the applicant within the
them."
"Doot go borne not know- first flee or ten mbutee of an
ing whether or not you're In the interview," 8mith aaya.
running far a Job," Smith says.
Smith urgsa sU ants to atop
Smith says that that time Job by the Placement office hi Banapplicants particularly need to croft for help and Information
pnpare themselves In advance containing their Job tatarvlevra.
for an Interview. "An interview often makes a decision

btervim Schedule
k Graduate Study the Answer?
147 Bancroft
Oct. 3 — 3 pjn.
Oct. 4—8 pjn.-6 pjn.
Oct 5 — 12 pjn.

In-service courses
offered in Home Ec.
The School of Home Economic wDl be offering InServre Graduate courses during
fce spring semester, accordng to
Dr. Carol A. Bocan, Associate
Professor and Acting Chairman
of Home Economics Education.
The b-Scrvice Program consists of graduate courses designed for men and women
employed in Public and Private
Schools and Colleges, Extension
Services,
Family
. Service
Apndes, Hospitals, Businesses,
or unemployed homemakers
with undergraduate degrees. Dr.
Bocan said, "In-Service gives a
person a chance to run Into practice and apply that which he /she
has learned In the classroom
.directly to Job situations."
In-Service courses are planned
cooperatively with the State

Department of Education, Division of Vocational Education,
and Home Economics Education
to meat the major requirements
for those tateiesfeH in pursuing
an advanced degree In Home
Economics.
Home Economics Curriculum
on the 600 level will also be
offered as a TV course throughout the state via closed circuit
and open drcult ETV. It will
consist of viewing two thirty
minutes TV programs each
weak. Counties where you can
view HED 603 In your own
living room via WNSC are Chester, N. Fairfield, Lancaster,
South Mecklenburg, and York.
Graduate In-Service dassea
from the School of Home Economics are available in Charles-

ton at the Medical University,
Columbia at Wil Lou Gray
Opportunity School, Florence
at Francis Marlon College, and
Greenville at Leap* Middle
School
Retaliation for spring semester 1919 rfl be the week of
December 4, 1978 at each of
the five locations. Dr. Bocan
said, "In-Service b an excellent
opportunity for graduate students because the employer
benefits as much as the employee."
To receive a Dyer describing the courses offered, dates,
and registration times, please
contact Dr. Carol A. Bocan,
In-Service Coordinator School of
Home Economics, Winthrop College, Rock Hifl, S.C. 29733, or
phone 323-2101.

Faculty members
to attend PCAS convention
Four members of the Winthrop English Department, Ms.
Susan B.Ludvlgson, Dr. Eva B.
Mills, Dr. Gordon. N. Ross and
Dr. Christopher M. Smith, will
attend the Sewnth annual convention of the Popular Culture
Association in the South at the
University of Tennessee at Nashville October 8-10, said Dr.
Earl J. Wilcox, Chairman of the
Department of Bigllsh and
Drama.
The PCAS studies deal with
the customs, attitudes, artifacts,
events, myths, and languages
that are learned and shared by a
significant portion of a culture
or sub-culture. There will be 68
sections at the convention offering papers and dbcusdoos by
scholars from the wide ranee of
Arts and Sciences discipHrm.
Dr. Eva Milts, one of the coordnatoa for 8out£ Carolina,
wOl a r m as chairperson of a
session dealing with Folk literature, Myth, and the Mystical,
b this session, Barnard M.
Timber* of the University of
Texas at .Austin will *ve a psper
entitled "The Demonic Poaaeasioo of putty Hearst," which explore mcanny parallels between
the Joimalistlc Imagery that
surrotmded Patty Heart* kidnapping and utttmitf convirdon to the SLA and the 17th
cantury kidnapping by IndUns
and alleged demonic paasssrion
et a 17-year-old fht In Puritan
tttttrrttl

;! Ms. L*HM^9p;<p411readsome
of her own poems based on
Michael
Lesy's "Wisconsin
Death Trip," about a mall Wisconsin town around the turn
of the century.
Dr. Rosa will show the Influence of Fata Waller, a black
Jazz pianist, in Eudora Welty's
"Powerhouse," as well as play
some of the old Fata Waller
tunes.
Dr. Smith will give a paper
entitled "Intersection of Detective Fiction," dealing with
detective novelist Ralph Dennis.
"A very interesting kind of
phenomena In Itself Is that be
writes detective novels set in the
South." said Smith. T h e novels
frequently relate to race rela-

tions and power structure in the
South and the Southern landscape."
Dr. Mills said, "it's very
different from a straight academic meeting."
"It takes seriously what most
people don't take seriously,"
said Dr. Smith.
Initial Ini
Ink was initially manufactured by the Thaddeua
Davids Ink Company, New
York City, in IBS. Only a
few hundred bottlea were
manufactured — in various
sixes — and sold during the
first year of operation.

WNW presents films
Wesley /Newman/Westminster
wffl present the second p a t of
the two-part series dealing with
sax rotea entitled "Sax Is Awful" on Tuesday, Oct. 2 at 6:00
pjn. at the Wesley Hooss,
comers of Stewart and Park
Avenues.
A MAN, a film wMch Is an
account of one man* efforts to
beeak out of society's expectations for men aa ha deals with
the death of Us father, wffl be
shown, a i i w t n g to Bar. David
Yaltkna,itrector.....

Newman State Bataat wiB be
bald on Oct. 13-15 at Lake
Greenwood. Rev. Bob Rivers, a
Paufist priest from the Uiiverslty of Ttaos in Austin, wil lead
the weekend dbcuaaiona daalog
with communiestiana, friendships and male-female relationships. Studenta from Ckmaon,
Furaun, Tha
CoDegi of
Quritrton
wffl ak» 1ft
attendhig. Cost of the weekend
wffl be *10.00 and It ofa» to
a veryesse In WJN/Waooortlngto
Rav. Valtlena.
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Leadership retreat a success
The Student Affairs Office
sponsored a Wlnthrop Student/
Staff Leadership Retreat in
Mountain Rest, S.C. Sept. 2224, according to Dr. Mary T.
littlejohn, vioe-pretldent
for
Student Affairs.
Former Wlnthrop Career
Counselor Frank Joseph led the
workshop, said attending staff
member Dean Richard Cummin p .

Sixteen students and five
staff members attended the retreat held at the summer camp
of Athletic Director Nleld Gordon, said Cummlnp.
During the numerous sessions, the participants assessed
their Individual styles of leadership, observed the various styles
of leadership, and practiced new
styles of leadership," saidCummlnp. "The assessing, observ-

Model UJS.
officers appointed
BY RICK TOBIN
Hie Model U.N. has added
one Secretary General and seven
Undersecretaries to its staff,
according to Jody Guy, President
Hie new additions
are:
Martha Campbell-Secretary Gen.
Kay Maasey-Undersecretary for
Public Relations
Linda Teal-Undersecretary for
Conference Committees
Vicky Pace-Undersecretary for
Conference Services
Cindy Tuck-Undersecretary for
Member Nation Delegations
Julie Durham-Undersecretary for
Protocol
Ralph Johnson-Undersecretary
for Recruitment and Training
Laura Delde-Uidersecretary for
General Services.

lag, and practicing of various
leadership styles wis done with
the hope of understanding the
need for different styles within
a system."
Student participants agreed
that the retreat atmosphere
made it a real learning experience. ' I t was great," said Jody
Guy, student coordinator for
this year* Model UN. "It's good
to get away from campus. The
sessions were quite helpful, and
I personally learned that I'm

going to haw to Hst»- more to
others."
Junior JmmJe Williamson,
who has been active In campus
activities, had a similar viewpoint. "I had a fantastic time,"
said Williamson. "I was Involved In last year* workshop
which was held here on campus, and the retreat atmosphere of this year's workshop
was a big help. I got to know
administrators and campus leaders I wouldn't have known as

well before. It was s positive
experience for me."
"It was great," said freshman
Julie Jackson. "I learned about
problem solving and working together
others. The relaxed
atmcapture helped u s g e t tA
know each other better, too."
Cummin p said that the Student Attain Office hopes to
make the workshop a bi-annual
event. Another group will probably be selected to attend in
the spring, he said.

COLLEGE POETRY REVIEW

Guy, Joyce Piyler and PatU
Abbott, all Student Coordinators for the organization, interviewed these students extensively, and then appointed them
to their positions. They were
later approved by the Model
U.N. Steering Committee, composed of Student Government
leaders. Model U.N. Coordinators, and representatives from
the Faculty Administration.
Most of the people appointed
here have had Model U.N. experience before, and are very
enthusiastic about their new
positions, accorifing to Guy.
They will soon be coming out
on campus to urge students
to join in the activities that
will occur within the four-day
conference in April.

Th« NATIONAL POETRY PRESS
announces

The closing dale lor the submission ol manuscripts by College Students is .

November5
ANY STUDENT attending either junior or senior college Is eligible to submit
his verse. There Is no limitation as to form Of theme. Shorter works are preferred because of space limitations.
Each poem must be TYPED or PRINTED on a separate sheet, and must
bear the NAME and HOME ADDRESS of the student, and the COLLEGE
ADDRESS as well.
MANUSCRIPTS should be sent to the OFFICE OF THE PRESS.

NATIONAL POETRY PRESS
Box 218

Agoura, C«- 91301

Classics library opens
Tin new classics library will
open October 2 in Room 229,
Withers Building as a project of
the Modem and Classical Language Department, according to
Mr. Hiomas A. Shealy, assistant professor of Latin and
French.
The opening of the Ebrary
b made possible largely because
of a donation from Mrs. L.S.
Stroupe, 408 W. Carroll Street,
Cherry ville, N.C.
Mrs. Stroupe is an alumna of
Wlnthrop College with a B.A.
and an M.A.T. in languages and
education and has been teaching
Latin and French in public
schools in South Carolina.
She has donated materials
to the new library collected
during her travels In the an-

dent world.
Hie library holds over 500
books and other materials on
classical languages and cultures,
mainly Latin and Greek.
Shealy said the library la
open to anyone. It wtll be especially helpful for those students taking Latin 101, 102,
201, Classics 105,106 and some
history courses.
Two students of Latin 101
have been working on a catalogue of all the materials available, which will be ready soon.
Shealy said that in the meantime, the secretary of the department will held with spedflc
requests.
Hours are 8:30 a.m. until
5:30 p.m. Monday through
Friday.

Greek festivities coming
The

first annual "Yiasue

In Greek) '78,",
| K fashion is what you're looking for in eyeglasses, | (greeting,
Greek Festival, will be held
October 6-7 at the Hellenic
then visit WSLMNS OPTICIANS for your glasses Center,
600 East Boulevard,
sponsored by the Greek Community of Charlotte,
needs. We offer all the latest styles available.
The festival will include
dances and "Bouzouke" (Greek
guitar)
music, live music by
Also, take advantage of our student discounts.
member* of the Greek Com-

Wilkin* Opticians, Inc.
COMPLETE SYZGLASS CARE
PRESCRIPTION PILLED
LENSES DUPLICATED

ROCK HILL MALL

M I C H A E L C. W1LKINS
OPTICIAN

PHONE 3 0 6 - 3 0 4 # I

munity and "Kombo Ellas," a
Greek Orchestra, and films featuring the Greek mainland and
islands of the Aegean.
Greek arts and crafts and
newly-imported goods will be
displayed and sold. Authenic
Greek goods, "Souvlakia," "pastiche," "gyro," and beverages

will be another attraction.
Guided tours to the Holy
Trinity Greek Orthodox Cathedral will be given daily during
the festival for those Interested
In Byzantine Architecture and
Iconography.
Hie festival will be 11:00
a.m. until 9:00 p.m. dally. Admission is $1.00 a person, children under 12 admitted free.
Transportation
from
Wlnthrop wDl be provided by
The Wlnthrop International
Club, said Mr. Thomas A.
Shealy, sponsor of WIC. Shealy
may be reached at 323-2191, or
208 Bancroft for further information.
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Belkin and Charlotte Symphony
to perform
BY ARNETHA PERKINS

that the Saint-Suns Organ Sym- tickets are free, and part-time
phony has been performed In student tlcketa are $2.00 at the
Russian-bom violinist Boris . the hall.
Byrnes box office.
Belkin will perform with the
Full-time Wlnthrop student
Charlotte Symphony under the
directioo of Leo Driehuys at
8 pjn. Oct. 3 in Byrne* Auditorliim on the Wlnthrop College
ampui.
TTie performance, opening
the 197$7S Fine Art» Association Series, will feature Belkin
In Paganini's Concerto in D major. David Lowry, Wlnthrop College organist, will also perform
in the Salnt-Siens Symphony
No. in C minor.
Belkin ts widely considered a
rising star throughout the classical music worid taming glowing reviews. John Rockwell of
The New York Times lauded
Belkls"s "rare poetic feelinp."
In the Philadelphia Inquirer,
Samuel L. Singer wrote, "He has
technique to burn, but he uses It
as a hand-maiden of Interpretation, not as an end in Itself.
An outstanding young artist."
The Moo treat Star cited
"sweet yet rich and firm quality
of sound," while the Jerusalem
Post wrote of Belldn's "refreshing spontaneity together with
technical virtuosity."
Since Us American debut
with Leonard Bernstein and the
New York Philharmonic, he has
performed with Zubln Mehta
conducting the Los Angelas
Russian-bom Boris Belkin has been the cause of mounting exciteSymphony Orchestra, the Israel
ment throughout the music worid.
Philharmonic Orchestra and 4he
Philadelphia Orchestra. In addition to his regular U.S. M r ,
Belkin has performed wttt the
Concert(throw Orchestra. Loodon's New PhllhaiBonlc OrchesDr.
GuiBenao
Castillo, living standard, such as a rush
tra, and the Israel Chamber Ensemble. Other major appetraocM aaodate professor of Spanish, of automobiles and up-to-date
and
Ma
wif»,
spent
three
w»eks fashion clothing, which was not
were In Germany, Gweoe, Switlast summer on a tour of Spain, apparent in his previous trips.
zerland, Denmark and France.
As his genearl Impression,
The opening work on the with emphasis on the country's
Castillo said, "They threw away
program b the Variations on a cultural aspects.
Castillo said that though he ties and put on blue jeans."
Theme of Kuhnaw by the contemporary Dutch composer, had been to Spain three times
Henrik Andriessen. Conductor already and was familiar with
Driehuys, who is also a Dutch- the country, he noted a reman, studied in the Conserva- markable change, since his last
tory at the Hagg, where Andries- visit in 1976, juit after the
death of Francisco Franco.
Wlnthrop Drama Theatre's
ser was the director.
What particularly Impressed Drat production, "The Diary of
"The last half of the evening
Is devoted entirely to a perfor- him was the vigorous atmos- Anne Frank," will be presented
mance of Salnt-Saeru1 Symphony phere In the society, especially October 19-21 at 8:00 p.m. In
NO. 3., The Organ, " said Dr. In the political Oeld. Posters -Johnson Audtorium, according
David Lowry, Assistant Pro- and campaigns of extreme par- to Blair Beaaley, Assistant Professor of Music and College ties, such as Communists and fessor of Drama.
Beasley said, the piay opens
Organist. "The work's nickname Franqulatas (the supporting
comes from the fsct that the ptrty of Franco's policy) were during 1945 with a flashback to
1942 when a Jewish family is
organ is used as an instrument In predominant
On the other hand, he said hiding in the attic from the
the Orchestra. The work was
written for the kind of resonant their cultural activities had In- Nazis. Anne Frank, the main
acoustics and large organ that creased. Plays, theaters, and character, ia a 13-year-old girl
Byrnes Auditorium have." Dr. movies, both modem and dassic, who writes a diary while In the
Lowry will be at the organ for obviously expressed the influ- ituc.
Auditions were held Septemthe Orchestra's performance ent# of the changed society they
Tuesday night. Since the Byrnes had experienced for the past •ber 6 and 6. "The auditions
were outstanding," Beasley said.
Auditorium organ wis Installed three years.
One reason for the increased "There waa a high level of comin 1955, this is the first time
activity la that the people now petition and quality which make
have access to everything, good the selection choice delightfully
or bad, which used to be under difficult."
strict censorship. But he also
The cast of five women and
noted their confusion In this
situation. ' I t seems they just Ave men is headed by Sandl
THE JOHNSONIAN incor- don't know any rule," Castillo Constantino, sophomore in Engrectlyldentlfled Robert OTJell said, "for people were suddenly lish who plays Anne Frank.
Bristow as WInthrop's Rodent permitted to.demonstrate their Sheree Wilson, senior In Interior
Design, will play Anne's mother.
Writer in last week's Issue. He opinion freely.
,,
, a notorize for the
Another notable aspect was Don Sawlie, Graduate student
s not wWe apologize
^ npU Improvement ot the lb gducatltmiVwilT' be Anne's

Trip reveals changes
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A Review:

The Johnsonian critic
BY SIDNEY A. BREEZE
activitiea that go oo around
Winthrop-not unless my boas
Because my scholastic obliga- tells m* to. It docsnt make
tions have kept me from reading sense to review something that
any new books, seeing any new haa come and gone in i matter
movies, or Bstenlng to any new of one or two days. Once It's
albums, I have seen it fit to gone, who area?
make a defense of myself.
So that's why I plan to only
responsibilities of being a review thlnp such aa books,
reviewer (or, If you wish, critic) movies, plays, and albums. That
are very heavy to bear. As a re- way you can mad my opinion,
viewer, my Job is to give a then go out and make your own.
FAIR report of what I have
I welcome "Letters to the
seen, read, or heerd. If I give a Editor" concerning my reviews,
bad review, I feel that the object but PLEASE, If you disagree
I gave the bad review to de- with me, that's One-well get
served it. It may seem a little another opinion oo the subcruel, unfair, and, okay, mali- ject But I beg of you, do not
cious, but I do not believe in include what a pompous, stupid,
buffeting any type of bad per- cruel, mean and malicious performance which has been sub- son I am. Disagreeing with my
mitted to public scrutiny with opinion, I can take. But making
any personal feeling! such as, personal swipes at me only puts
"Well, he's a nice guy, so maybe me Into a suicidal mood. So
I shouldn't be too hard on please-for my sake-you can
him." I cannot make critical give your opinion just Ike I
judgments based on bow nice
mine. Just hand it in to
someone is, and I cannot let my
Smith, TJ Editor, by
reviews be baaed upon the ar- .3:00 oo Tuesdays.
Incidentally, the asterisks at
tista' good Intentions. My Job
is to give a report oo what hap- the end of my reviews show how
pened, then give my own, un- I rate whatever I have just reviewed.
biased OPINION.
••••—Tow! Fantastic!"
Now, I will be the very first
•••-"Good-Okay."
to admit that my own opinion
••—"Not worth too much."
probably Isnt worth a ping•—"Not worth anything."
pong ball in a hurricane to
many people. But I DO aedlt
ID dosing, I would Ike to
myself with having sufficient
common sense and judgment to remind you of two things:
know whether something was 1). Tbe Editorial Policy, which
exceDent or horrible. I write states that, '/Opinions expresmy reviews immediately after sed on the editorial pages are
having seen, heard, or read what those of tbe Individual writers
I am to review on, so that I will and do not necessarily reflect
not decide against my jnitlal the views of tbe administration,
Impressions, which are the meat faculty, or student body aa a
important. I do not do research whole;" and, 2). the descripon my subjects. I am only to go tion of TJ in tbe student handbook, which states, "The funcby what I am presented with.
I am no expert. I have no tion of THE JOHNSONIAN is
previous qualifications for this to inform and entertain the
job. I was merely the dumbo student body." So that* ail I'm
trying to do: give my opinion,
who volunteered for It.
I will not review any more inform, and, most of all, entergroups who play ATS, nor will tain. rmteaBy not a bad person.
(Note: this last paragraph b.
I review any other short-termed
for those people who are familiar with Bill Murray on "Saturday Night live.")
So if you don't like what I
write, then I'm sorry, but
that's just the way I feel. So
father. Margot Frank, Anne* get outa here.-1 mean It**
sister, will be portrayed by
Selena Caughman, sophomore in
Speech/Drama, and Mlep will be
Fast Service
played by Kathy Bishop, freshEurope's fastest-inter-city
man in Speech/Drama.
train servicc connects Paris
Phyllis Arlall, sophomore in
and Bordeaux, France. The
Speech/Drama, will be Mrs. Van
non-stop time for the 360
Daan
with
Bart
Silver,
mile journey is about 3
tophomore in Speech/Drama, aa
hours, SO minutes, according
her huwand Their son Peter
to the French National
will be played by Mike Jones,
Railways.
freshman, whose major is undecided. Robert Porter^ophomore,
Sterilization
will play Mr. Druasel, and Jeff
Smith, senior in History, will
use
increases
play Mr. italer.
Tlcketa fill be $1.00 with a
Eighty million couples
Wlnthrop LD. and $2.00 for
worldwide now are using
the public.
sterilization aa their method
of fertility control, according
to a study by the George
Washington University
One or the Other
Medical Center.
When Arthur Bisbane was
Tils la an increase from an
asked whether columnists
estimated 3 to 4 million
are newspapermen, it is
couples in 1950, to 20 million
reported that he replied:
in 1970 and 65 million in
"Would you call a barnacle
1975.-CNS
a ship?''

Diary of Anne Frank

a
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(TV and Winthrop—a good relationship
BY SIDNEY A. BREEZE
Mow oyer. Rock HQ air• a w - f t n r t a new station In
t o w ! The Educational TWe* l o o Network has added Rock
HO Channel 30 to Its system.
Located in the York TEC
campus, Channel SO sill pro4de the public with high qualty
shows and One entertainment.
Phoebe Lark, a Winthrop
senior, worts part-time at Channel SO. Originally hired M a
switcher (which Involves hand.
Ung commercial bleaks and getting programs on the air) she is
now working as a production
assistant also.
" I try to get involved la as

many aspects of T.V. as possible.
Everyone can see mainly what*
going out co the T.V. ltaelf,
but very b w people realize what
goes on behind the scenes."
Phoebe got her job by calling
the station up and inquiring
about the Winthrop Internship
program. Although tbe program
hadnl actually been started as
of yet, she asked that an application be seat to her for the
possibility of pert-time employment A week and one day later,
her application bad been accepted.
"I was ecstatic when I heard
the news. Actually, when I say
ecstatic that* sort of an taidtrstatement that's oulte a lane

understatement, ita'ly."
that was July 7. But she
still enjoys her Job as much as
she did when she started.
'There* a dose-knit relationship between the people at
the station," says Phoebe. She
also mentioned how helpful the1
ETV staff Is, and how thsy are
always willing to answer questions or give advice.
"1 love my Job, and I'm
learning a lot. I hope to work
full-time after I graduate."
Bob Frterson, the station
manager for Channel 30, has
mads sn application to the Governors Internship Program so
that students, not only bom
Winthrop. can have their Internship Intelevisionat ETV.

said that, "Going Into an Internship is not Just Ike enrolling in
any course." Any internship Is
difficult and Jemandng, and
both Sargent and Plynn stress
that not everyone Is up to It.
The first Winthrop student to
wort with the T.V. Internship
(and the only student to do so
so tor). Is Kathy KlrkpaMck;
Kathy worked with ETV during
the Spohto Festival this
summer, although hers was not
by my means a normal intern-

"We have worked with
interns from the University in
Columbia (USC) for a number of
years now wry success
Frienon said that Channel
began eight and a half hours of
air time a week In October. The
station will feature a York
County Museum program to
educate children, a credit course
with York TEC In management,
and a credit course with
Winthrop in language.
Concerning the internship
program in television. Dr. John
Sargent, of the Comminlcatlons
Department, said, "First of all,
we want to make sure that the
student will have enough background In the courses so that he
is able to prove himself."
A student must take Communications courses 241, 341,
345, and 346 in preparation for
thetelevisioninternship.
Sargent said that he feels It
is important that the student,
when working under a television
station manager during the Internship period, should have
the opportunity to do some
real, on-the-job training. "We
dont want him to be a 'gofer.'."Mr. Bob Frleraon, station manager of WNSC, discusses the
future plans of his station. (Photo by Copley)

news briefs
Showcase auditions held
The directing dass will hold suctions for showcase,
Tuesday, Oct. 3,4:30-6:30, In Johnson theatre.
The dass oeedi actors to take part ineegments of playsto give them practice In (Breeting. Scene* performed for the
dbectou may be selected for the Fall Showcase. Nov.
29-30.
Students may bring a short seSsction to perform If they
wish. The auditions are open to all students interested in
acting, regardless of wbether they are experienced or not.
Dr. Chris Reynolds and Dr. Blair Beaslsy win answer any
questions.

Watergate movie
"AB the President* Men," starring Robert Redford and
Dustin Hoffman a* the Washington Post Reporters who
uncovered the Waterpto scandal, wfll be shown Wednesday.
October 4, at 9:00 pjn. in lUman Auditorium, according
toRobby Ssco.
Other movies scheduled for October are "Blaring
SadSse" October 18, "Ihe TOal of HBy Jack" October
34, n d a special k a t u u 'The Omen of Halloween" Octo-

ship.
"Some people would Call
apart under such pressure," said
Ftynn. "But Kathy pretty much
took it an In stride. I think she
had a valuable leaning experience at Spohto."

Hopefully, more people Ike
Kathy wffl have the opportunity
to wort with ETV during their
internships. And Channel 80 Is
definitely a valuable resource for
Winthrop students.
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Dr. Roy Flynn, also of the
Communications Department,
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Dr. John Sargent, professor of communications at Winthrop.
consults his files for department interns. (Photo by Copley)

-Business internship Internships paying $3,000 per
year for one-balf time appointments in the Small Biaineas
Advisory Center will be available to gmduate itudents in thcr
Winthrop CoUegt School of
Business Administration beginning January 1, 1979. Graduate
students will be assigned for 20
hours per week to assist In the
deivety of manaatnunt services
to small businesses In this legion. There wfll be opportunities tor the Interns to work
doeely with faculty, Service
Core of Retired Businers Executives (SCORE), and other consultants In assisting
business managers.
Internship redplents may
pursue the MBA or the Master
of Science in Personnel and Industrial Relations degrees and
will be Jlowed to take nine semester hours of counework
while serving In the Small Btainess Advisory Orator.
Applicants to the Intern-

requirements for admission to
the graduate programs of the
School of Business Adminisnation.
Write or call:
K.R. Manning

SBA Graduate Director
124 Klnard Building
Winthrop College
Reek Hill, S.C. 29733
Tslephone: 323-2186

Get your act together
Winthrop College will be re- up, the partidpents wfll audipresented by three acts In tbe tion before Laffltte and Too
Consortium School Showcase at Webb, Student Orator DirecDavidson College, November 4, tor.
according to Ronnie UfTitto,
Tin colleges wfll partldpats
Dlnkins Activity Committee in the Showcase.
Chairperson.
Students wanting to put toAlready «tit
gether en act, minimum length
On her son's 17th birthof 16 mlnutee, must submit
day,
Mom pleaded:
Information to Dlnkins Informa"Promiie you II tell me
tion Desk before the deadline,
when
you
itart imoking.
October 20. Students m a t give
Don't let me find out from
the name of the act, the billing,
the neighbors."
and Bit technical needs and let"No problem. Ma, I quit

f-ot- to' a** • tawpfiyaF
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Sound and Silence unite at Byrnes
Sound and Silence, > concert performed by the Paul
Winter Consort and Keith Berger, mime, will be presented
at Wlnthrop College In Byrnes
Auditorium, Thursday, October 12, at 8 p.m.
The performance at Wlnthrop, part of a four-college
tiur, wu made possible by an
arrangement with Mr.s Hll
College, N.C., and a pant from
the National Endowment for the
Arts, according to Robby Slsco,
Din ldns Student Canter graduate assistant
Tickets, which go on sale
Oct. 2 at On kins Information
Desk, an $2-00 for students
with a Wlnthrop LD. and (4.00
for guests.
Din kins Student Center has
arranged workshops conducted
by the artists from both performers, Slsco said. The workshops, scheduled for the day
of the Sound and Silence concert will be of special interest
to drama, P.E., and music students, although all students may
benefit.
The Paul Winter Consort, the
sound half of Sound and Silence,
is s professional ensemble which
has brought Its "free form"
music — an improvisatory blend
of dude, rock, and folk music
of many cultures — to concerts
and workshops across the
country.
The Idea of consorts dates
back to the Renaissance
England-, the Sixteenth century
"consort of Maslcke" was a

group of musicians who toured
Elizabethan England Improvising
on popular songi and dances.
Any combination of Instruments
may be used In a consort; the
Instrumentation of the five
member Paul Winter Coosort
includes
saxophone,
cello
(amplified and acoustic), keyboard, guitar, and extensive percualon.
Paul Winter, who studied
music In college and later became a professional jazz player,
contends that a symphonic ensemble Is for the pleasure of the
audience, and chamber male Is
for the pleasure of the audience,
and dumber music Is for the
pleasure of the players, but consort music is for the enjoyment
of everyone. He beliefs that
consort music otters a new alternative for all mod dans, espedally those who do not plan
co a professional performing
career but who would k m to
make music for the rest of their
lives outside school.
1%e touring consort often
conducts workshops at schools
in which they ask students to
sit In a drde with the lights
out and concentrate on musical
soizids produced by four Instrumentalists in the center of the
room. Hie four musicians. Improvise freely,
each player
both a leader and accompanist
In the group, dedifing when to
enter or when to be siltat and
let the texture thin out.
Hie rest of the students
begin Improvising with their

voices. David Darling, a member
of the group, describes such vocal "loose-ups" as helpful In
letting stiff, Inhibited students
open their senses for Improvisation.
Hie Paul Winter Consort was
one of the groups invited to perform In the festivities celebrating President Carter's inauguration in January 1977, and drew
the largest audience of all the
events taking place at the
National Academy of Sdences

of Washington, D.C., and New
York a t y by performing for
anyone who could watch, Berger has become a central figure
In the prindpal performing arts
establishment of America. IBs
"Mime Over Matter," aeries of
three shows at Lincoln Center's
TuHy Hall attracted national attical acclaim and led to his
Invitation to Washington to be a
symbol of the performing arts
at Kennedy Center.

New sorority formed
BY KATIE C.LEE
Delta Sigma Theta received
Its charter as a national sorority
at Wlnthrop on April 16, according to Annette James, president
of the sorority.
James said that 25 women
presented a petition for the
sorority
to
Richard
!L
Cummin gi, Dean of Students,
In the 1977 fall semester. Bessie
Moody of the Education Department, a Delta Sigma Theta alumni b the chapter^ advisor and
worked with the women In fitting the s6rority established on
campus. The Rock Hill Alumni
Chapter ofDelta Sigma Tluta
also helped with the induction of the sorority.
The group was narrowed
down to 14 members who
were Initiated at a meeting on

P5
SSB

We at HAIR BENDERS I would like to invite you into our

Si':':

salon for the latest in precision hair cuts for guys & gals.

April 16. After Initiation, they
elected their Executive Board.
Annette James was voted president-, Nancy Iindiay, vice president; Gloria Hoyles, corresponding secretary; and Gina Cunningham, recording secretary. Abo
elected were Janice Blake, treasurer; Sooya Gordon, parliamentarian; Barbara Anderson, chaplain; snd Rosa Rivers, sergeant at
arms. These women will hold
their offices until next April.
Delta Sigma Theta Is a pubi c service sorority which promotes leadership and scholarship. Women In the sorority
must have a 2.5 GPR. They must
also be Involved In campus and
community activities.
Most of the fund-raisers held
by the sorority are to benefit
their Five Point Thrust Program.
This national program Is to pro-

mote developments In education, mental health, economics,
community and international
Involvement and bousing and
urban projects.
Delta Sigma Theta was originated In 1913 at Howard
Colegr In Washington, D.C.,
where the sorority now has its
national headquarters. Here are
96 chapters In the Southesstem
region.

Noise control
market climbs

Tlie market for noise
control products, at $180
million In 1978, b forecast to
reach $710 million in 1985.
Fueling this 17.5 average
annual growth rale win be an
explosion in
sales.-CNS

Great Looking Hair
You Just Wash and Wear

Welcome Winthrop Students
I ; And Teachers!
Mi
:::::
:::::

In Washington D.C. The group
members are Paul Winter (saxophone), Robert Chappell (keyboards and gidtar), Ben Carriel
and Hgger Benford (percussion),
and David Darting (cello).
Keith Berger, mime, performed and silently Introduced
16 other acts at the Capitol In
honor of the change of Administrations. Berger is the "silence"
half of Sound and Silence.
A
one-time
"busker,"
supporting himself on the streets

5ss We are offering a 10% discount with a Winthrop I.D.
m

tsfe

for the month of October on perms, hennas, sun streaking,
frosting and hair cuts!

W« U M and
R*comm*nd

#REDKEN*

We abo remove facial hair by waxing. HAIR BENDERS I is a Redken Retail Center aid
we have a complete line of Redken ph plus make-up, eye shadow, blush and skin care products.
For the total look: Call Linda Hinson, Becky Stallings, or Patty Farris.

HAIR BENDERS I

0PEN 6 DAYS

11038 DEAS ST., ROCK HILL, S.C., PHONE 366-5481 Located off Cherry Road behind the old Sopper Dooperj

im
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And then there are the Liberal Arts Majors
(CFS)—Ubenl arte majors, It
M W , an hartal the roughest
tlma fining a Job this yaar.
Ralph Keller, director of the
Stanford Career Planning a d
Placement Oratar, puts it this
" ^ T h e job prospects foe liberal ait* majors ara not peonHng.
Not much Improwment o n be

bUity" of liberal arta grads eeema
to h u t worried the discipline
Into too* drastic measures. Ewn
the National Endowment of the
Humanities, aceordng to one of
Ha peeas releases, "encouraging
the dewlopnent of couraea
which will tike the humanities
outaide tbs field of humaolUea." Hie hope, of comae, la
to endow liberal arta majors
with a better chance of gainful
employment

majors this y**- SamBrown.
director of the ACTION agency
In Wahtaftoo. D.C., baa ewn
announced a na* recnitment

news briefs

LOW SALARIES
Thoee who haw Wed to And
It haw too tried to re-educate
themselves. Sara Wong of the
a t y CoBegs Of San
h a witnessed a stream of "»berai aits majors returning to f i t
technical skills."
Dr. Gaitand 0 . Puker of the
Uniwrsity of Cincinnati, who
atudtes such thin*. thinks the
enrolment in cresses In many
two-year and commuter colleges
J T l . r g . l y fueled by Ibeml
arta grads "returning to school
to find some way back Into the
job market at higher salary
lewis."
,
,
The awrage starting salary for
humanities and Social science
nads la $829 per month. The
Michigan State Uniwrsity Placement Center found that liberal
arta starting salaries haw gone
up only 4.4 percent since
1968, to lower than the correspondng increaaes in the Conturner Wee Index.

Dean search
A committee to assist in the search foe I *r* 6mot
the CoBe» of Arts » d Science! haa been appointed by
" " S E W BMril Vlaatt, of ^ tep«OTentof
Hhtory, ti* committee member* are John EUi* {social
aerricea), F/nrard FedeopW ( ^ U c a l « d ^ ) .
P"man (Holrtf), ABce Low (Engfish) and Mary Mnlch (ait).

A E Rho deadline
Deadline for application, for mewsbcnMpIn Alpha
Epdlon Rho, the communication* honor society, a October6, according to Kathy Hrkpatrlek, president.
Communications major* and minor* with « 3.0 GFK
in cvimmunicmUona courses and a 2.0 in afl
may iippty. Appilcanta alio m a t haw completed Com 345,
to Broadcasting, to be elirfble for member* % S t t S Z W t «w-4w society this y « i . "
said Klrkpatrick. "We're planning to produce spotsand
programs for use at WNSC and poaaibly throughout the
Application foims are available in Johnson 208. Foe
more infoimation contact Kathy Klrkpatrick at 327-2635.

spruce up for Fall!

Room
F i r SONAl HAIRSTYIING FOR BOTH.

MON12-8
^
TUE-FRI9 : 30-6
SAT 9-1

Call for appointment
327-6061
147 OAKLAND AVE.
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Ronnie Laffitte—doing a great job at ATS
BY LYNDAL HADDOX
If you haven't torn to ATS
this semester you ire in for a
big iuipbe—Roanle Laffltte,
chairman of the Din kins Progum Board, hu i lot on the
bin.
He h u already accomplished
quite a bit, thl> being his flat
year as chairman. If you
haven't noticed, ATS, downstain Din kins, was redecorated
over the summer. "Right now,"
said Roanle, "I am trying to
get new lights and new equipment for the P.A. system, which
will help a lot."
Roanle has many new and
fresh ideas that will definitely
bring ATS up in the eyes of
Wlnthrcp College student). "The
most Important thing I can stress
is that ATS is a unique place,"
said Laffltte. "It is the only
place in Rock Hill that is exdusively for Winthrop students and
their guests. The. atmosphere Is
good, the upcoming entertainment is excellent, and the beer
is at a reasonable price. I feel
that we are here to cater to
everyone," said Laffitte, "and I
am trying to get a variety of
entertainment that will appeal to
everyone. I don't know if the
programs and ennts sponsored
by Winthrop attract all the students."
In a few weeks there will be
a questionnaire in Dinkins," he
said, "to get the opinions of
the students so we will know
more what they want and how
they feel about what we have
doae. We had Cool Ray, a black
disco, here cue weekend and
the turnout was so big that we
tu-d to hold people out of the
door. There were about three or
four hundred people."
In adifitlon to the scheduled
performers this semester, Ronnie
hopes to haw a sock hop (fifties
night) in October. Everything
will be geared for the fifties.

Ron Uffitte. (Photo by Anne Page Topley)

news briefs
First short course successful
Tlie flist Dinkins Short Course of the fall semester,
" " S ^ X T e " " S E ' D r . ^ h n Dllle, Associate
Profesor of Biology, said, "The students appeared very
Interested in learning more about P t a t a n . I f e l t ' ^ l e * *
of them enjoyed the course. If I am uked to teach another
in the course gaw their
v*artinns Diane Garrison said, 'T found out why my
African Violets were not b l o ^ i g - " Sharon ° " « e ^ e ' d
learned about d i f f e r e n t ^ - . pUnt pert.
rid of them. Jackie OTT discovered 'what It really takes to
of the students received several plant
# „ »w-ir dormitory rooms. Also, many of the

sdb

105 GARNER ST.
YORK, S. C.
phone 684-9653

HOURS
M O N . - T H U R S . 11 A.M.-9P.M.
FRI. - SAT. 11 A . M . - 12 P. M .

HAPPY HOUR
5 - 7 R M.
TUES. THURS SAT.

Miffime (Oct 24. Nov. 7, and 14), ind Interna

will appear In tbe Student Ointer Desk at later dates.

Poetry reading at Joynes
Susan Ludvlpon. Winthrop poet and
" • " f i S S T t a d his poetry published In VILLAGE
VOICE, ESQUIRE and the CAROLINA QUARTERLY.

BEER • WINE •

UNIQUE SANDWICHES
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sports shots

Sophomore l t a Peay puts the move on Brevard during the Saturday afternoon game.

Jubilant Eagles congratulate themselves after big win over Brevard
3-1 in double overtime.

Wlnthrop Sportsday was held Saturday, Sept. 23. Eight college
and university volleyball teams participated in the all-day event.

The 1978-79 Wlnthrop College Cbeerleadlng Squad prepares to
lend their active and energetic support to Wlnthrop Eagle sports.
(Photo by A.P. Smith)

Everything

Tonight.
fillet
1 it be
HLowenbrau.

\

l&ffj
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And less.

I O 1977 Brewed by Miller Brewing Co. Milwaukee. Wi. U S A .

PIEDMONT DISTRIBUTING CO., INC.
ROCK HILL 327-2756
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^Soccer season in full swing ^
Intercollegiate soccer wrap-up

spoi ls s h o r t s
toilos dropfioMhockey opoior to Cloasoi
BY KELLY GORDON

BY BILL FLOYD
Hie week of Sept. 18-25 prosed to be a good one for the Soccer Eagles of Wlnthrop. The
Eages took four wins In a row, including a double overtime victory over Brevard, before
bowing to highly regarded Central Wesleyan on Sept 25.

Eagles fall to Central Wesleyan
Wlnthrop's Soccer Eagles fell to highly regarded Central Wesleyan 5-3 in an intercollegiate
soccer match played Sept. 25.
The match began with Wlnthrop jumping out to a quick 2-0 lead In the first 17 minutes on
two goals by Frankie Griffin. Central Wesleyan came back strong and tied the score 2-2 by the
half.
The second half saw Wlnthrop take a 3-2 lead on a third goal by Frankie Griffin. It was the
sixth hat trick of Griffin^ career. Central Wesleyan took control of the match and tied the
score at 3 and went on to win 5-3.
Wlnthrop outshot Central Wesleyan 34-22 on shots on goal.
Coach Jim Casada said the lo« was a heartbreaker and explained that the team "never gave
up." "Defensive breakdown," Casada said was the key in the defeat and commended the play
of Frankie Griffin and Mike Mitcheitree for their play in the match.
The Eagles are in action once again tomorrow as Winthrop faces arch rival UNC-Charlotte.

Eagles top Brevard
in double overtime9 3-1
The Winthrop Eagles defeated Brevard College 3-1 in an exdting double overtime soccer
match played at the college farm Sept. 23.
The Eagles dominated the match but a stubborn Brevard defense continually turned
Wlnthrop back. 11m Peay put Wlnthrop on the scoreboard at the 10:48 mark of the first half.
Brevard countered with a score from Bobby Stinnent at the 20:35 mark of the first half.
The remainder of the first half saw the match s»!tle Into the toughest defensive match of
the young season for the Eagles. Wlnthrop continually struck at Brevard's goal throughout the
second half, but the Eagles couldn't convert a goal as the match drew to a close. The first overtime saw much of the same type of play.

24f KvuM)xy- against Wildcats
The Wlnthrop Eagle Soccer team took a turd earned victory over Davidson Sept. 22 at the
" w t a t h r o p dominated the entire match overpowering Davidson in every respect, with the
Eagles having 32 shots on goal to 11 for the visiting Wildcats. Goalkeeper Bob Bowen of the
Eagles had his first shutout of the young season performing exceptionally with seven saves to
""•n^Eaeles ™ « d , t the 5:51 mark of the second half with halfback Steve Gibson putting
the tall in S t ^ T n the posts from 30 yards out. Tim Pray added another goal at the 17:02
market the second half ITmake the final 2-0. Davidson's offense was completely shut down
throughout the second half as the Eagles dominated pl»y"thc
Coach Jim Casada was happy with the win saying. It was the best defensive play or the
season for the team," and "Mike Mitcheitree had his usual steady game at fullback. The Eagles
face Allen University Oct. 3 at 3:30 at the college farm.

Th» Women's Field Hockey
team loat their aaaaon opener
to Clemaoo 1-0 tn a pune played at CJemjoc Sept. 21.
Cletnaoa'a point waa scored
20 minutes into the Drat half
by the Tiger's Susan Alton.
Coach Maeberta Bobb said
the lack of an effective offense
was Wlnthrop's downfall. "We
only had seven attempts at the
goal in the lint -half, and none

In the second." CWmson had a
total of 21 attempts, and Bobb
said, "Defensively we did well
not to prevent more scoring."
Karen toman, team captain
and goalie, was credted with 14
goalie saves. Bobb also dted the
play of right wing VlcH HawBna
and center halfback Pat Graham
as playing an outstanding game.
The next Field Hockey game
will be against Catawba College
on Oct. 3. The game will be
played at Catawba.

INTRAMURAL SCORE BOARD
FLAG FOOTBALL
Sept. 20 All of the Above - 6
Sept. 21 Bluegrass Buzzards - 6
Super Rush -18
Sept. 25 Young Bucks - 46
Greased Lightning-16

SigEps-4
Greased Lightning - 0
Keg Tappers -14
Sig Eps - 0
PI Kapp -16

SOFTBALL
Sept. 19 Bluegrass Buzzards-11
Sept. 20 Fubar-15
Sept. 21 Pennant Profs -18

All-Stars • 3
Loafeis -11
All of the Above • 1

WATER BASKETBALL
Sept. 20 Dunking Dolphons - 2

Wet Mounts - 0

UPCOMING GAMES
Oct. 2
Oct. 3
Oct. 4

5:00
6:15
5:00
6:15
5:00
6:15

All of the Above vs. Bluegrass Buzzards
Young Bucks vs. Super Rush
Keg Tappers w. Wrecking Crew
PI Kapp vs. Sig Eps
Creased Lightning vs. Wrecking Crew
Bad Company vs. All of the Above
SOFTBALL

Oct. 3
Oct. 4
Oct. 5

5:00
5:00
5:00

Oct. 4

5:45
6:15

Traveling All-Stars vs. Pennant Profs
Loafers vs. Fubar
All of the Above vs. Bluegrass Buzzards
WATER BASKETBALL
Wet Mounts vs. Graveyard Gang
Splish Splash vs. Drowning Dingbats

Eagles trounce Coastal Carolina
The Winthrop Eagles tied two school records In defeating Coastal Carolina In an interM r z d s S ^ 2 f o L r £ T £ d Frankie Griffin made four assists^in the
victory. Both tied school records in these two departments. Tim Peay, Fausto Heurtes de
Pino, Pend Armlstead, and Allan Rlkard added one goal each
'
The victory evened Winthrop s NAIA District Six record at 1-1.

Upcoming soccer game
~
, K . c . . i „ f,— Both games will begin at 4:00
AllJn^Aiiverslty at
soccer p.m. S u p p o r t the E n field. The game wUl begin at
3:30 p.m. U.N,C.-Charlotte
comes to town to fat* the Eagles
Thursday, and Coastal Carolina
will face Wlnthrop on Friday.
« S »

Lady Eagles tn action against Pfeif fer In the season's Hist home
eame Tuesday, Sept. 26. Pfelffer defeated the Eagles 2-0. the
Eagles wfll again be home Oct. 13 against App^achlan State at
4:00.
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An outing in the wilderness
The next morning we woke
early to the smell of frying
and egp. After bisakCan you Imagine c w d tents? bacon
fast, we left our camp to go
That is only one of the aspects hiking down the IinviUe River.
of camping out with the Wln- We Uked along the river and
throp Outing Club.
The outing dub took a trip then attempted to aoas It,
to Unvllle Gorge in North Caro- but not without a minimum of
lina ca the weekend of Sep- wet shoes and pants ie#.
tember 22. The group was led
Once we made it aaoss the
by Instructor Phillip Astwood of wet and slippery rock we went
the Cbem&try and Physics De- down the river to Babbel Tower
partment and Dr. John Dille of on which we would go rock
the Biology Department, both dlmbing. The rock tower gives a
are advisors to the outing good view of the river and afdub.
ter completing the climb we
started our thiee-mlle hike to
the river. On the hike to and
Camp was set up only a from the tower we came to
lew miles from the top of spots where It appeared as
the Liniille River around dark, though the trail would vanish
Friday night. Half of our group Into the rock that completely
still had energy after a day at covered the trail at points.
school so we took an evening
During the afternoon, we
hike up to the top of the river. went up to Table Rock which
It Is an eerie feeling to bear the w a n t many miles from the
wild rush of water in the dark river. Upon reaching the top
but not be able to ate It. As we of this area we found that we
walked back from the riwr we could not see more than a few
encountered many night Insects. feet in front of ourselves and
Back at amp, we pre- someone made the comment
pared to settle down for sleep, that it reminded Mm of the
but found that one of our tents movie "Heaven Can Walt" bewasn't to be slept in that night cause of all the fog that was
for the slight rain
caused around us.
the tent to leak. We doubled up.
It was nesting suppertime,
so we headed back to camp and'
ate. As the chill of the evening
It was interesting to wake up set in, we Ut a campQie and sat
in the middle of the night to around telling stories. That night
Ond one of your professor at we went to sleep we were
giving a lecture in his deep. thankful for a great day.
BY ELLEN DODD

On Sunday, we went back up
to the top of Llnville Falls and
saw what It looked like in the
daylight... Then we packed up
and came back to Wnthrop.
Anyone seeing us would have

thought we had "been gone for a
week rathar than for only three
days.
Our group consisted of ten
people, in addition to the advison. n » y were Daw Ulley,

Nand Chap pel. Shelby Bright,
EDen Dodd, Keith Wlndum,
Randy Herron, Jo Ann Hannlng,
Jan Robinson, Bev McCalla and
Prisdlla Gallegly.

the Overlook «t the top of IJnville Falls. (Photo by

Unisex Hair Care, Ear Piercing,
Acrylic Nails, Waxing, Manicures,
'ON STAGE" Make-up,
Sauna and Figure Salon.
Call For Appointment
366-8191
VILLAGE SQUARE

ii

—

ROCK HILL
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Zeta Tau Alpha pledges
BY KATIE C. LEE
Zeta Tau Alpha Sorority
pledged IB second semester
freshmen
and
sophomore
women Into their organization
Sept. 6, according to Stun da
Hlpley, historian for the
sorority.
The sorority held two Rush
Parties In the Johnson lobby on
the afternoons of Sept. 5 and 6.
Newsletters wen sent to second
semester freshmen and sophomore women to Inform them
about the sorority and Invite

them to the parties.
JIU Reynolds, Zsta Tau Alpha
Field Representative from Chicago, came to assist the sorority
with their
Rush
period.
Reynolds gate a presentation at
the parties explaining the different aspects of the sorority. Exhibits were also set up to show
the visiting women Zeta Tau
Alpha's various areas of interest. Personal Interviews were
held after the Rush Parties.
The new pledges Include
Mary Alley, Pam Beyer, Cindy
Crocker, Jane Frelman, Judy

Hewett, Laura Holland and
Donna LumpUns.
Also induded are Donna
LarMns, Coy Mounoe, Ann
Teay, Jane Shirley, Susan
Sumner, Cherry Wyant, Page
DoDey, and Tan Wilkes.
Linda Stewart wis pledged as
a special Initiate. Stewart Is «
Wlnthrop College graduate and
was chosen from the community
by the members of the sorority.
Hlpley said that the pledges
will be Initiated at the end of
October when the chapter goes
through national Installation.

Prospective graduates must take test
The Graduate Management
Admission Ttst (GMAT) will be
offered on October 28, 1978
and on January 27, March 17
and July 7,1979. The GMAT U
a test of academic aptitude designed to estimate an applicants promise to succeed In a
program of graduate study leading to an MBA or equivalent
degree. About 530 graduate
schools of management require
their applicants to submit
GMAT results. Including Wlnthrop College.
Registration materials for the
test and GMAT Bulletin of Information are aval lab!" locally
from Dr. K.R. Manning, 124
Klnard Building or by writing
to GMAT, Educational Testing
Service, Box 966, Princeton,
N'ew Jeoey 08541.

The GMAT fee for candidates tested at published tost
centore In the United States,
Canada, and Puerto Rico Is
$12.50. It covers a score report sent to the candidate, to
as many as three graduate
schools designated on the registration form, and to the candidate's undergraduate counseling/placement office if they
have asked to receive their students' scores. The fee for candidates tested at locations In
other countries is $17.50.
GMAT registration forms and
test tees must be received at
ETS on or before the registration deadline announced in the
bulletin. A $4.00 late foe is
charged for registration forau received after the deadline. There
Is a service fee of $10.00 for

testing at supplementary test
centeis (centers not listed In the
bulletin).
Candidates who cannot register In advance may wish to
consider registering a the test
center on the day ot the test.
Walk-In registration is permitted
at all Saturday test centers if
sufficient space and test materials are available after all preregUtered candidates have been
admitted. To be admitted as a
walk-In registrant, a candidate
must present a completed registration form and a check c*
money order for the regular
test fee plus an additional
$10.00 service fee. The $4.00
late registration fee does not
apply here.

Becoming a Sigma Ep colony member gives you
a special chance to develop a Sigma Phi Epsilon Chapter of
your own designand a strong
which will endure
Combining your
with those of your
members, with

,mm

to build a tradition

student organization

Leadership
Pride
Integrity
Character

personal ideals
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It all adds Up.

fellow colony

The only way to know if
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unparalleled experience.
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news briefs
Political Science club

The Political Science Club met and scheduled a trip to I
New York and Washington, IXC. during WInthrcp's Spring
Break, according to Joyce Plyler, dub president.
The trip will .ast eight days and nights and Is open to all
Wlnthrop students who would like to attend, said Plyler.
The main point of Interest during this trip will be a
stop at the United Nations building In New York City
where students will visit different delegations within the
U.N. The trip will Indude other sights of Interest in New
York, as well as almost all of the major U-.dmarks in
Washington, D.C.
I
According to Plyler, the Political Sdence Club Is very
exdted about this trip which has always been an overwhelming success In the past.
"The dub will sponsor seveial political speakers on ,
campus at various times throughout the school year. These
| speakers always provide Interesting political views and |
are very informative," said Plyler.

Wmtbrop Invitational club to meet
The Wlnthrop Invitational Club will meet on Sept. 27, I
at 8:00 p.m., in the International room of Dacus Library,
according to Mr. Shealy, faculty sponsor.
The program will Indude a film on Kuwait's folklore
and a discussion of the culture of the country by students |
wearing their native costumes.
Shealy said, "There's no charge and all students and
blends of the Middle East are invited."

ACS sponsors dinner
The Student Affiliation Chapter of American Chemistry
Sodety will sponsor a dinner at the house of Dr. Jim Berry,
j advisor, on Monday, October 2, at 6:30 p.m., Renee Bell,
president, announced.
Bell urged all chemistry and related sdence majors and
minors to attend. "The purpose of the dinner is to get the
Interested students acquainted with our student officers I
: and chemistry professors," she said.
According to Bell, transportation will be provided and I
directions will be given to Dr. Berry's house beginning J
5:35 p.m. in front of Sims on the evening of the dinner.

Nigerian celebration
Nigerian students will hold an evening of celebration on
Saturday, September 30, the eve of the Nigerian Indepen- I
dence Day, at 8:00 p.m. at the Shack, according to Mr.
I Shealy. sponsor of Wlnthrop International Club.
There will be Nigerian music and dances, disco and
food and drinks.

Phi Alpha Theta
Phi Alpha Theta will hold its fall initiation of new ,
I 'members on October 16,1978 at 7:30 p.m. in 230 Dinkins. j
Membcis are reminded of the $5.00 annual chapter dues.
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Schlitz Makes It Great
Music by
RALPH RYDHOLM AND
BURT MANNING

Words by
RALPH RYDHOLM
BURT MANNING
THOMAS HALL

Beer Makes It

Good

(There's Just One Schlitz)

3

*

(Noth-in' Else Comes Near)

There's No

De-bate

5

Beer Makes It Good

(When You're Out Of Schlitz)
Instrumental

Schlitz Makes It

Great

So When It Comes To Beer

Schliiz Makes It

Like

Why

No O t h - e r Could

CI 978 Jos. SchllU Brewing Co.. Milwaukee. Wise.
All Rights Reserved

Make It Good

Schlitz Makes It Great M

